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FOkEWORD

In the wake of the increasing criticism being made of science education

over the past few years, and the concern about k,,low well science is

being presented to primary and secondary school students, the Science

Council of Canada launched a major stUdy on sCience education in

October 1979. The Council of Ministers of Education, canada, After

welComing.this initiative, demonstrated its willingness to cooperate in

. each phase of the study. In addition, we are pleased by the consider-

able interest and participation shown by the country's sciente

teachers' associations. The symposium helsl jointly under the sponsor-

ship of the Science Council.and the Association des professeurs de

sCiences du Québec (APSQ). on 7 March 1981 in Montréal-is a good example

Of this cooperatiOn.

In a society where'science and technology determine,a large part

of the way we- live, science.education deserves particular attention.

'More than everdecisions affectin ts_ course must be made using

well-grounded research based on inforftjationathered from all those who

play a direct -or indirect role in science teaching. The collection of

this information, along with the deliberations that may ensue, are two

major objectives' of the study. The symposium was a natueal element,of

this strategy; its purpose was to highlight diverse points ofiview on

scivice education in Québec while pertitting the Participants to

examine the history of science teachiing, its current situation, the'

questions that arise, and future posisibilities'.

5 -r-
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The symposium participants identified a great variety of critical

issues. Not surprisingly, all agreed on the need for change, without

agreeing on'concrete'i.ecommendations: The organizers had not expected

any unanimous agreement on the orientation of science education. They

.had deliberately structured the symposium so.as to stimulate a.series
_

.o1f ideas, and it will be apparent to the reader of these proceedings

t at Ois objective was achieved. The discussions even trickled .out of

the symposium itself, .as evidenced by the press accounts that followed;

as an example, we have included an article with an original perspec-

tive; by Raymond Duchesne.

The organization of symposia comprises only a part of the activi-v
ties undertaken by the Science and Education Study. Several new dis-

cussion papers are currently being prepared for publication, a large

questionnaire. survey of science teachers is underway, and a Series of

case studies is commencing. Those who are interested in further

informatjon. regarding these activities are invited to communieate,with

us.
v.

on behalf of the Science and Education Committee, I Would

1.ike -to thank all those who gave preseqtation.s at the symposium and

thoe who actively participated. I would.41so like to thank Mr. Claude

Marineau andr Mr. Gilbert Lannoy, the President and the Director of

Information of the APSQ respectively, as well as Mr. Jean-Pascal Souque

and Mr. Paul Dufour, both of whom were responsible for ihe organiiation

of the symposium and the preparation of these proceedings.

Maurice L'Abb6
Executive Director
Science Council of Cana.da
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Science Teaching at the Secondaiy Level:

An Evaluation

by Dr. Louis Ste-Marie

Faculti des sciences de VP,ducaticin
Universite de Montr6al
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Irj 1972 a research team was ornied at the' Faculty of Education of the

Université de Montréal for the purpose of evaluating science teaching

at the end orthe secondary level and where appropriate, tlhe beginning

of the college level. The team was christened EVALENSCI, an acronym

for ."eva1uay6 de l'ensei nement des sciences."
4

At the time, the majori of the programs and methods used in

science teaching were 'adaptations of American products Of the 1960s.

Furthermore, regardless of the textbooks used, the, teaching and

learning of scienCe were presenting serious difffulties ?for teachers

\_
and -student§.

In,the beginning, the team 'agreed on a synthesis of the goals'of.
* . .

science teeching that Were already contained in the programs of the

Department.of Educati n, the recommended textbooks and other publica-

tions on the subject. Three groups of goals were selected. The first.

two are directly related to science teaching. The third,jrelated only
/

indirectly to science teaching, is nevertheless of conSiderable

importance in the context of education tOday.

The-first objectives are those which 'contribute to the development

,of the. student's intellectual independence. These Objecti'ves are

concerned with cognition that goes beyond the mere acquisition of

knowledge to the encouragemeht of certain habits of thought appropriate
,...

to scientific reasoning (such as critical judgment), and which in

general could be termed a "scientific" thought pattern. At the'same

time, there is also the concern;with developing the so-called "scien-
y

tific" aspects of creativity, such as problem analysis, the formulation

of hyPothesis and the ability to change pne's ideas.

,The second objectives to which science teaching contributes

directly are those intended to facilitate the integration of the

'student into society. This is a matter of developing scientific

attitudes, awakening interest in science, an0 encouraging skills that
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will facilitate adaptation into a society increa;ingly influenced by

science and technologY.

Finally, obje9t4es that deserve carefuq attention are those

related to the social and emotional development of thg student,, even

though, science teaching makes only an indirect contribution to this

process by encouragihg self-awarene,ss, motivation, satisfaction in the

course and-self-confidence.

The data used in the 4m's studtes were collected durfing 1973-74.

They were gathered from a sample composed Of the 0Opulat1on of the

seven ,regional school boards,surrounding Montreal Island, where there

is a great diversity 'of socioeconomic backgrounds. The sample was

chosk. at random by -the teachers of each -science program at the

. secondary ly level* (2 pi9logy programs? .2 chemistry programs and 3

physics programs). It included 46 teachers teaching 4272 students in

143'classes. Fi,fteen different tests were used to.collect the data,

which made possible measurements of 40 variables.

I do not intend here to go intb further details of the methodolog-
,

ical procedures used in this research pr'oject. . Some 9f the studies

havealready been covered in articles published in various.,educational

periodicals. A final report has been submitted and is available from

the SerVice de la recherche universitaire, Direction generale de l'en-

seignement superieur, Minist&re de l'Education a.Québec. An article

summari7ing the project will appear shortly in.the Revue des sciences

de l'édUcalion.

My"main aim today is to present an overview of the results in an

f: attempt to derive from them the principal messages. Without going into

detail about each area of research undertaken by the EVALENSCI team,

* In Québec, the elementary level consists of six years of education,
after which each tonsecutive year is labeled secondary I, II, III, IV,

V. -Secondary IV, for example, would correspond to grade 10 in other
provinces.
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4
the following are broad outlines of( tht Conclusions.and directions. 4

The overview is presenten within the framework of the groups of science

teaching objectives cited above%

Obiective: The Integration of the Student into Society

Even though we live in a world in which our comfort, our health and

'even our economy are dependent on science and technology, eyen though

we are confronted every day by 'an environment that .is influenced

totalTy by the ipplication of science, and even if science teachers ace

cokvinced of the importance of science in society, science education,

with its curricula, textbooks and methOdologies, has not succeeded in

making secondary. school students aware of the human and social values

of science. Study of'the scivnces does not elicit from them an atti-
,

tude favourable to the nature and'ourposes of science; 011-the contrary,
os

it even discourAesL potential candidates for a scientific career.

t

Science, in their eyes, has lost its intellectual and social prestige.

:This is a general finding. The research, the results of wrlich are

summarized below, provides specific evidence and 'adds nuances that help

in understanding this vision of science teaching in Québec.

. .
t

4

Satisfaction with a course is' reflected in an interest in the
4

subject matter, enthusiasm for study, greater success and a favourable

attitude,to the course. Poor satisfaction is reflected by antInterest

that is quickly exhausted, less success with the covrse, a lack of

appreciationtfor the subject matter, poor enthusiasm for study, and a

les; favourable attitude. An examination of the overall attitude of

'students towards their science courses shows that it changes n the

course of the year, becoming less positive as the students fail to find

in science what they had hoped. Of all the subject matter, physics is

perceived with the least fayour.

This overall attitude includes, the students' perception of the

importance Of the course, its difficulty.and the interest it arouses.

These three elements were subjected to separate studies.

12 p.
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All students regarded their science courses as important, regard-

less of the subject matter or the curriculum. Even those' students who

dropped the course recognized its importance.
,

At the beginning of the year, sphysics was regarded as the most

difficult subject, and this remained,. true for the year.. Biology, how-
.

ever, which at the beginning of the year was regarded as easy, soon
..,

came to be seen as more difficult than anticipated.
.

,....-

.

Interest in science courses was subject, to more complex variations
. .

.. and is worthy of igreatei' attention. .

:

Biology, relatively speaking, is the subjet that aroused the

greatest interest, whine physics aroused.,the least. However, students

lost interest/ ih all science subjects over the course of the year,

especially chemistry. This decl-ine of` interest in science, was in

direct -relation to the numberk6f courses taken: the more science

courses the student took, the sharper the drop in :interest,

_

A special study of:this phenomdnon was conducted in physics,

because of the greater variety of programs offered, such as PSSC, DGL,

43GL and HPP.*

1

Science teaching 'aims to impart a scientific culture to all

students, whether they be future scientists or not. , Those who have no

intenti9n of going into a scientific career are people-oriented,

whereas those who -are planning a scientific career tend to be object-

ori ented Or oriented towards natural phenomena. The two groups were

distributed evenly throughout the various physics programs and demon-

strated a similar degree of interest in the study of science at the
, \

beginning of the year. By the end of the year, however, the object-

oriented students had maintained the0 interest, whereas there wat- a

. * PSSC (Physical Science Study 'Committee), DGL (Désautels, Guay,
Legendre), BGL (Benoit, Gauthier, Laberge), HPP (Harvard Project
Physics).

>

/
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perceptible drop in' the interest of the people-oriented students,

regardless of the program taken. In other ords,'not even the HPP

physics program was 'able to get through them, even though it was,

developed to provide a general science education to students who Were

not science-oriented. The lack of interest is accompanied by a drop in

performance on the part of the .tudents.

Objective: The Social and Emotional Development of the Student

It is .often stressed that the student's motivation should influence

his or her performance. Motivation to study is bprn out of a need for

security, for esteem or recognition of the individual's worth by

others, and out of a need to acquire a humanizing culture which pro-

vides an inner satisfaction. Before everything else, security must be

achieved. In physics, our study found that students did not feel

secure and that this had a detrimental effect on scholastic perform-

ance. Abstract presentations, low grades and excessively difficult

examinations, did nothing to encourage the students to feel self-confi-

dint or secure about betng promoted. It is hardly surprising to see a

loss of interest in science .and in motivation to work, and that many

students simply dropped their courses.

It should be noted that this disillusionment with science was due,

not to the subjects themselves, but to the cour'Ses, or in other words,

to the teaching.

Attempts have been made to improve the teaching of science. One

teaching method, Keller, is centred on the person and on individual

work supported by peers acting as tutors; it has been used to try and

encourage the personal growth.of the student, primarily at the outset

of college physics. It was found that students taking optional science

courses were less aware of their own potential and of the development

of their own personality than students in the humanities and the arts.

This teaching method enabled science students to draw level with

their colleagues in the humanities in terms of their awareness of their
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value and potential. Itequired the student to work mpl-. intensively,

but he/she aNeved better results for less time devot d to study than

students in traditional courses. The method a)so pro ted a pleasant

work atmosphere and gave the student a great deal of satisfaction. ,

Science teachers have tried teaching by objectives. The number

and frequency'of evaluations, of the objeCtives over the long term are

annoying to students and the effects of this annoyance are reflected in

the course as a whole. Teaching by objectives fails to change the loss

of fwicour suffered by science courses. .

Much opinion supports laboratory work and the conducting of expel--

iments. This activity encourages individual work and is supposed to

give the student a greater degree of satisfaction in the learning

process. Our study shows the deciding factor is not the number of

experiments, but the intensity of the individual activity outside of

the experiments the6S-elves. Some recent programs, such as BSCS (Bio-

logical Sciences Curriculum Studies) have integrated laboratory work )

into the presentation of the subject matter and succeed in giving the

student a greater degree of satisfaction than.do traditional programs.

HoweVer, the frequency of laboatory sessions alSO influences the

degree of satisfaction with the course. The greatest satisfaction is

found at the opposite extremes of the frequency ladder: few laboratory

sessions (less than one per month) and many laboratory. sessions (two or

more per week). The least'amount of satisfaction was found at a level
4

of one laboratory session every two weeks. This phenomenon might be

explained, by the theory that infrequent experiments tend to be well

prepased and thus satisfying to students, whereas frequent experiments

are interpreled by students as a sign that the experiments are mare

imPortant than classroom course content and, as well, they allow the

student tq be more active in his or her acquisitiot of knowledge, which

brings the student satisfaction. Why one laboratory session every two

weeks is least satisfying still remains a mystery. The intensity of

laboratory activity is nat related to the frequency of laboratory

la

1 4
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sessions; perhaps this particular frequency is associated with greater

demands for example, the required laboratory report and this'cobls

the student's enthusiasm.

Objective: Development of the Student's Intellectual Ihdependence

A large number of science programs based on the scientific process have

,appeared in Québec since 1960. It was hoped' that students vould

acquire scientific work habits, which implies learning vanious skills

that reflect sCiehtific method: rigour and creativity. Because

"rigour" is the quality that is stressed a great deal, our research

concentrated p!imarily on creativity, which calls upon the ability to

be aware of problems, to formulate hypotheses concerning cause and

effect, and to question conventional wisdom.

Our findings showed that creativity increased over the couese of a

year,, although it was not influenced by any textbooks, either modern or

traditional.

In general it can be said that modern textbooks hove not fulfilled'

all the hopes Vested in them. They have hadlittle effect in arresting
.

the decline in interest in science courses and hvie' not provfided a-

vehicle for offering all students a scientific culture; they have hadh

no more success than traditional programs in impartinwthe scientifi4

method or even basic concepts. However, they have been successful in

making students reject false concepts of science%

Conclusion

To summarize the findings even more, succinctly, we can ,say that "the

development of the student's intellectual independence" has not been a

coMplete failure. Progress has'been.madt over'the course of the aca-
-

demic year in the acquisition of scientific reasoning. Those programs

that were specially designed to aid this process were, however, no more

successful in the attempt than 6thrs.

-0

I.
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The objective of. "facilitatng the social integration of the

student into society" has, on the ofher hand, not been reached. Except

mong those students already science-oriented, the role of science in

society dropped in prestige and respect and the study of science suf.:-

fered from a loss of interest. Programs designed sppcifically for

students who were not science-oriented were no more successful than

traditional 'ones.

4
The teaching of science did not in general contriibute to students'

emotional development. Motivatiom to study and satisfaction with the

course remained lpw. We noted that this aspect could be improved by

presenting materials oriented towardrthe individual.

An Explanation

Does science teaching at the secondary 16/el make too great an attempt

to impart science without vphasizing its relevance to society in

general? Is too much stress laid on presenting a "culture" that is too

specifically the preserve of one group of society, namely scientists?

As it is, students are asiumed to be, either now or in the future', a

part of this group, and theq, are.taught to aetj and think like stien-

tist. Does-the same thing happen with other subjetts? The attitudes

and values of varioui groups such as business-people, artists, philoSo-

phers and so on are passed on in schools as well, but what happens to

culture in general? Who is to undertake the synthesis of differenX

viewpoUts that have been compartmentalized by subject?

There was a time when the sciences were searching for their place

and striving for acceptance in our society. Today, tOy have found

their plade. Their effects (both negative and positive) on culture,

our Way of -life, ideas, recreation, health, the environment 'and eco-

nomic and political life are noticed. Science is an established part

of the social landscape.

The school, however, provides' no more than a visit inside the

temple of science. It is not sufficient to look out of the windows
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from time to time and observe the effect Of cei"lain scientific

discoveries. We have to open the door's and go outs'ide Xo see sCience,

in ,its natural dnd social environment. We 4ave to interest every

student in science and in its effect on culture and society. In order

to do this it.is not sufficient (and for kOme students it is,not even

necessary) to visit,thestemple of science intensively. fhe iMportant

thyng is to place the temple appropriately in iti natural setting.

, Suggestion-for the Future

I cannot resist making one particular suggestion for the future.
.

'ctv
I believe that we mAt envisage a course` that will be quite

different from\those that extst at present for students who 'are not

science-oriented. t would suggest that this, be a course in the

"history and sociology.of science." It should be nerther a history of

.scieritific discoveries nor a history of scientific research, but rather

4story of the achtevements and techniques of science, emphasizi.ng

their infldence on socfal 'life, ideas, c oms and so forth. This

would serve to present science in a more hum istic light. I believe

s this course would also make a cultdral contribution to those heading

*J- towards scientific careers,.

We have been talking about.a,course like this for a long,time. It

is high time we-did something about it.
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Mrs. Graziella Levy

Pedagogical consultant for elementary science
Commission scolaire Taillon
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The topic of the roundtabeei'discussion to whfch I have.been invited,
-C

"Perspectives on the Background and Present State of Québec Science

Education,," stirs many personal, memories and prompAs me to r.eflect on

several issues.
V

et) -, .'

The memories are those of experiences I have iiad in the world of

qp education, and the ,reflections concerr both the'past and the present
, .

situatjon.
I

'Prior to'the 1970s, the student; had a:textbook from which the

teacher took coucse material, and on wh.ch the curri.culum was based.

Scholastic suCCess was in large geasure a unction of the equation:

kn wledge=textboole

which in school ermino1ogas knoWn as learning.

The textbook constituted a point of reference adcessible to all

oonceimed, including parents.

The.1970s in Québec were fertile years for new science programs in

chemistny, physics, biology and the natural sciences. These were

framework programs that expounded a philosophy, listed contents and

indicated imethods.

What is Happening at the Secondary Level?

The students are issued a new textbook, this time one with a guide to

practical exercises.

The teachers are sent to more or less hastily organized retraining

courses and, lo and behold, the reform has been accomplished.

Everything has changed in the sciences from one day to the next:

the content, ways of teaching and learning; it doesn't matter, anyone

can do it. However, anyone can't do it, and.the old equation no longer

provides a guarantee of success; the content of the textbook is no

longer the,determining factor, the rule has to be changed.

2 0
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No sooner said than done: a miracle-qtra is adapted by simFly

substituting "method" for "textbook":
.p.

knowledge.dethod

This rule appfies equally to the teacher and the student; however, a

."method" is not a point of reference accessible to all concerned, and

the parentt in this case are not netessarily the most disadvanta ed.

No one knows exactly what is being substituted for the old. "knowle e,"4

nor exactly.what the aint of tfie framework programs is; there is some
.. 4

difficulty in interpreting and applying them.

Against this background of lack of understanding and ability, and

of questions which are either not formulated or which go.vnanswered,

criticism is 'easily directed against .these new sciences. People disap-

prove of them 4nd uliimately believe they are rejecting them because

they have been imported.

At the primary level, the 1970s sAvi the appearance of a natural

sciences' program that used, and then dropped, the word "environment."

This is also a framework program it spoke of method, but exalted the

'acquisithtn oetskills and the development of attitudes.
4

The Québec Department of Education has given its approval to four

methods, one of which originated in Québec. I do not wish to express a

value judgment here on these methods, which at least have the advantage

of providing a security blanket for teachers. The publishing firms

were quick to orbanize sessions to familiarize teachers with their

material' and school boards hastily iired counselors.

For good or ill, these profqssionals were given the task of'

bridging the dual scientific and educational void of the teachers

assigned to them. No one has yet succeeded in tccomplishing this,

enormous task.

At the primary level, the equation could be expressed as:

Icnowledge.sWills
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-The nature bf a skiil and how it is acquired is by no means clear to

everyone involved, and it is ined a rare parept who recognizeS as
A

sy..ence what their child does at school.

In the. meantime there is a great deal of talk about the crisis in

the scniences. On all sidqs one hears the situStion in the sciences iS

"bad," that secondary school students are staying away from science

courses; that parents consider such courses useless at boqi thetprimary

and secondary levels and that teachers either fail to_teach or teach

badly.

We are now in the 1980s and see that new curricula are being

developed. Instead of framework programs, the curricula for the 1980s

propose learning objectives.

Scholastic success s thus ultimately assured, since,the student

has only to satisfy the equation:

knowledge=objectives

To sum up, may I say here that the dogmatism of the objectives has

replaced the dogmatism of the textbooks and that of the methods.

If we assume that curricula are tools adapted to the evolution Of

educations we can ask ourselves why all these changes 'are so radical,

not to say spectacular?

Perhaps it can all be traced back. to the 1960s.

Stidents rejected classrooM teaching; virtually everywhere in the

world they protested against Pe system in general and this protest

ricocheted back on the schools.

As far as science in particular was concerned, the dizzying

progress of the previous years had produced a gulf between school and

life.
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In the.turmoa of change, 'the focus was on the sciences. The

world was obSessed by the terrifying rapidity of scientific 'awl tech-

nological diScoveries, andlthe educktional system had to take this'fact
1

into account while makirig*up for considerable lost time.

The challenge was to invent a teaching method that would also be a

learning methbd, because.knowledge was in danger )pf becoming obsolete
#

before the student could make use of it.

Science educatfon should set a premium on information and should

begin as soon as.possible, from the first,day at school.

The United States is allocating human and financial resounces on

'an impressive scale to reform science teaching.

Theseenormous projects are producing philosophical and,method-

ological statements, with widespread impact. The American methods-are

befng Welcomed in tthe industrialjzed coUntries, and Québec welcomes

them as well.

the, sciences, instead,of remaining descriptive, are becoming

eip rimental; teachtrs, no longer simply repositories of knowledge are

tomfng classroom animators; the classroom itself is changing from a

row of seats to a laboratory. 1

It is hardly surprising that, the sum of these changes should be

called a urevolution"!

The curricula of the 1970s relfected this.

How did the\st&ents, teachers, parents and observers feel about

this revolution?
-

Do the 'changes of the 1980s constitute a new revolution?

Progress? A regression?
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'I Mbpe that an in-depth scientifically Conceived study will be

Carried out before the curricula are changed again, perhaps. in the

1990s.
1,

Let us turn our attention agAin td the current sitUation. Budget

cuts, reductions in the number of'hours Mlocated to science teaching,

optional science courses,_ disaffection on the part of students and

parents: these are the Well-known problems.

I would nevertheless like to cOver a point that is often ignored:

the training of teacher. To what extent do our teachers feel capable

of implementing the framework programs and the objectives-oriented

curricula?

My concern is primarily the elementary level, where it is safe to

assume the majority of the teachers have taken no science courses since

high school; that the courses they have taken are teaditional science

courses, and that most of them have had no contact with practical

experimentation, have never had a course in experimental or participa-

tory teaching methods, and have never had to evaluate the learning
.

value of an experimental course.

It is neiiertheless claimed these teachers are capable of giving an

introductory science class based on the biological, physical and

technologkal environment:

Do we still believe in miracles? That a curriculum alone is

sufficient to guarantee the quality of the learnirig experience?

Will we not see rather that science courses are failing in their

real purpose - that of preparing students to live in a world that is

different from the one their parents knew and perh.aps even from the one

their eldet brothers and sisters knew, to train their minds to reason,

to exercise judgment and to make decisions?

2.;

At.
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I cannot help wondering about the present and future situation of

science teaching in Quebec.- I cannot get out of my head the image of

an amputee forced to walk without crutches.

Despite this, I also have before me a mental 'image of those

classes oCenthusiastic children that I h'ave seen beAing over tad-

poles, gerbils and ice cubes and discovering that they too are partners

in this planetary vacuum jar of ours!

.I can also See those teachers wtio'tried and succeeded in inspiring

a new kind of class: nature classes on the periphery of the school, an

indoor gardening activity, a session of measuring the volume of

liquids; teachers wifo tried and succeeded in accepting the new sciences

with 'all the demands of intellectual and material. preparation.

A very high proportion of these teachers believed thaf science

teaching was beneficial for the harmonious development of the child and

abandoned their distrust of science with a capital S, showing in the

process the kind of interest ityas easy for students to imitate.

There can be no doubt that a diSinterested teacher will not have a

class that is greatly attracled to the sciences.

Before concluding, I would like to mention the large number of

parents who asked to be infdrmed about the new sciences, and who

'visited the school so that they could get to know at least a small

portion of what their ildren were experiencing.

I will now conclu,de with the following message to teachers: you

a're the craftspeople of education, and you are the ones on whom we

count .so.that the child can experience the wonder and fascination of

science at the elemqptary level, so that the adolescent can be attract-

ed and shaped by science at the secondary and college level, so that

tomorrow's adults will not feel alienated in a world constantly

evolving, and so that today's adults will be convinced of the benefits

that the study of science wifl\bring to their children.
4to

2 5
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Introdusron

It is an honour and a pleasure for me to have the-opportunity to review

te preSent situation .of science education in the English sector, and

also to look at the future. I.will attempt to do this by very briefly

reviewing the science program of the late 1940s and early 1950s from a

student's point of view. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s I have had the .

opportunity, as a teacher, a science consultant and a school adminis-

trator, to see the development and imp4ementation of some of the newer

programs.

Traditional Years - Late 1940s and Early 1950s

It is very difficult to describe precisely,the kind of science pnograms

thatmere being offered to the students during this period. Tradi

tionally, however, the role of the laboratory in science teaching at

the secondary level was a limited and somewhat unimportant one. In the

public system, ome "experiments" were usually carried out, but

instructions and questions in the experiments were such that the

activity became merely an exencise in which the students searched for

the right answer. In some schools this situation frequently deterio-

rated to the point 'where a significant number ar students came to the

laboratory with their laboratory reports already completed. This was

accomplished by carefully reading the textbook to find out what they

were supposed to have learned in the laboratory, or by deducing answers

'from the questions. In the laboratory the student merely collected

some data which fit the questions and answers.

Too often, science at the secondary level was a read-about, tell-
.

about, teacher-demonstration oriented coupe with little ar no indivi-

dual laboratdS, work. Even when simple experiments were proposed, step

by step instructions were given, and the student was told exactly what

to find out; little credibility was given to the student's ability to

make observations that would serve as evidence. Students were expected

to find certain results and were told when they were right or wrong.

In such an environment, secondary science became a memorization of
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facts stated by the teacher who expected the student to reproduce the

same on demand.

This condition existed as a rule in secondary schools in spite of

the fact there was a well-defined curriculum and sequence of science

courses. (Chart 1)

For example:

a) Atone-year general science program was offered in grades nine
or ten. This program contained many practical experiments,
both in chemistry and physics.

b) A two-year chemistry program was offered in grades ten and
eleven. This program was designed to stress the practical
aspects of chemistry.

c) A two-year physics program was offered in grades ten and

eleven. ThilFiFqram included a good deal of laboratory work.

d) A one-year biology program wai offered in grade eleven.

In addition, some school boards offered a grade twelve program

where chemistry, physics and biology were exppnded to include

additional or more advanced topics.

The school where some or all of these courses were offered had

well designed and constructed science laboratories, preparation rooms

and lecture rooms. Teachers put in a great deal of time and effort to

ensure that their laboratories were always in good order. There was a

friendly relationship between science teachers in the universities and

the secondary schools. McGilltand Sir George Williams (Concordia) Uni-.

.versity professors wek involved directly in the curriculum development

and its modification and also in the preparation of examinations for

the provincial or university entrance examinations. During the annual

Teachers' Convention, teachers would meet to discuss any changes in the

curriculum or any difficulties that students may have encountered while

writing examinations.

),

23
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Experimental Years - Late 1950s and 1960s
I

In the late 1950s and during the 1960s there was a
.

tremendous excite-

ment created in the educational system by the publication of the Parent

Report on the state of the educational system in québec and by some of
,..,

its recomnendations.

These recommendations resulted in:

a) the appointment of a Minister of Education and the development

of a new, but dynamic, department of education;

b) the reorganization of the school boards. Elementary and
secondary schools were reorganized so that the elementary
school became K to 6, and the secondary school became 1 to 5;

,

c) new and large comprehensive secondary schools being built
throughout the province;

d) the beginning of computer timetabling;

e) the beginning of multiple-choice examinations.- machine

scored;

f) a new system of postsecondary education being established.

During this period many science curriculum reform projects at the

secondary level did a great deal to change the role of laboratory work

in science courses. By carefully d4ve1qping unique and challenging

experiinents, these curriculum projects in the life and physical

sciences helped re-establish the laboratory.as central to the science

courses. At their best, the programs resulting from these curriculum

reform projects encouraged the student and teacher to consider the,

laboratory as the place where evidence was obtained and used for the

development of science concepts. The Biological Science Curriculum

Study (BSCS) stated the concern:

"The Education Committee of the American Institute of Biological
Sciences had expressed concern over the state of biological' educa-

tion in the United States. With support from the National Science
Foundation, it established the Biological Science Curriculum \I
Study, composed of distinguished biologists and educators, and"
with consultative help from a wide variety of disciplines, in an

,
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,

attempt to restructure the discipline in such a way as tO prepare
students to cope with the biological problems faced by the simple
fact of being a living organism."

From ChemStudy one can see the new approach:

s.

"Chemistry -'Experiments and Principles presents chemistry as it
is today. It does so with emphasis upon the most enjoyable part
of chemistry - exeerimentation. A clear and valid picture of the
steps by which scientists proceed is carefully presented and
repeatedlyused. Unifying principles are developed, with the
laboratory work providing the basis for the development."

From Harvard Project Physics (HPP) one can rsid:
'V

"The challenge facing Harvard Project Physics was to design a.
humanistic course that would be useful and interesting to students
with widely different skills, backgrounds and career plans. rn

practice, this meant designing a course that would have the .

following effect:

I. To help students increase their knowledge of the physical world
by concentrating on ideas that characterize physics as a!,
science at its best, rather than concentrating on isolated,hits
of information.

.

,

2. To help students.to see physics as the wonderfully many-*sided
human activity that it really is. This meant presenting the
subject in historical and cultural perspective, and showing t ,

that the ideas of physics have tradition as well as ways'of
evolutionary adaptation and change. -

.. .?

3. To increase the opportunitY for each student to have,immedi-
ately rewarding experiences in science...."

,
. .

The Physieal,Science Study Committee (PSSC) 'states that:

"Physics is presented not as a mere bodi of facts but basically a s
a continuing process by which men seek to understand the nature of
the physical world." ,

t

Throughout the history of secondary science education many efforts.

have been made to, improve science teaching by rethinking and restruc-

turing what was taught. The 1960s were a period of accelerated

evolutionary change in secondary sOience education throughout North

3 0
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America., While Americans were investing a great deal of money and

truman talent in developing new approaches to the teaching of sciences

and writing new textbooks, Québec science teachers, with a great deal

of help and encouragement from the Department of Education, were evalu-

ating some ofthe new'programs and, at the same time, were rethinking

some of, the traditional ones. As a resylt, by the late 1960s and earlyl

1970s there were enough science courst's to capture the imagination of

the most talented student and to meet the minimum requirements of all

the students in the system.

Chart 2 and Table 1 show the sequence of science courses in the

elementarY schools, from K to 6, and in,the, secondary.schools, from 1

to 5. One carvsee that there are two obvious streams:

a) an aeademic stream where students concentrate on, for example,
languages; mathematics and sciences; and

b) a general stream where students would opt for a more general
education and perhaps go through the technical-vocational area.

Table 2 shows the number and percentage of students who were

registered to write these Ocaminations, as compared to the number

registered to write English 422 Composition (secondary IV) and English .

522 Composition (secondary V). From this table it can be seen that the

percentage of students taking a one-year course is- considerably greater:

than those taking a two,year course.

For example: PHY 512 41.2%
CHEM 442 43.6%
BIO 412 27.3%

PHY 552 9.8%

PHY 522 2.8%

Conclusion

After fifteen years of planning, develogg and modifying, our Depart-
.

ment of Education came up with a very impressive sequence of science

courses,,for its secondary system. This list indkated there are enough

courses at each level to motivate and inspire every student. However,

3
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,no sooner had this list been produced than the following statements

were being made:*

"Quapêc students will be doing more reading, writing,and arith-
metic under curriculum reforms proposed by Education Minister ...

Everyone in Québec society - and elsewhere in the world - agrees
that in the kind of world we live in, students must be given a
better foundation."

According to the proposed Régime Pkag'ogique of November 1980, we

may be returning to the 3R's, but that will not relieve the boredom and

unrest among our students.

With all the planning, developing, and implementing of .new

programs, serious probleqs continue to exist, as one student pointed
;U

out in a Theft:to the editor:

The School System is the Sozirce of the Problem

"It was wititmixed feelings that I read your February 18 article
entitled 'School bomb work of pranksters.'

"As a law-abiding high school student, I feel it is my moral duty
to condemn the so-called 'pranksters' as no-good juvenile
delinquents. However, at the time, I must rel ctantly admit that
I fully understand the frustration these stuIénts feel and the
motives behind their acts of destruction.

"The bomb that racked Chomedey Polyvalent is not unique to
Montréal-area high schools.

"Similar bombs of more'complex construction have plagued North
American schools for years. To construct these weapons requires a
detailed knowledge of chemical and physical principles.

"It should be obvious-that the students responsible for these acts
of aggression are not stupid; rather, they are probably bright
individuals who feel intellectually and creatively stifled by the
conventional school.vstem.

"It is becoming apparent that what is desperately needed in5our
secondary schools is a program whereby students would be able to
channel their knowledge and aptitudes into constructive projects.

* Montréal Gazette, 27 February 1981.

32
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"He or she has no place to channel energies and interests. This

obviously leads to boredom and resentment on the part of the ,

student towards the school system which, -in extreme cases, can
eventually lead to violent acts of wanton destruction.

.,,

"I do not condone the actions of these students. I merely point
out.to school authorities that the solution to the problem of
student boredom and unrest lies ghtirely in their hands.

$.

"A positive course of action will be sure to bring favourable
results, transforming our high schools_into safer and more richly
rewarding centers of learning for both students and teachers
alike."

* Letter in Montréal Gazette, 27 February 1981.

.4
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CHART 1: SEQUENCE OF SCIENCE COURSES - 40's AND 50's
QUEBEC. ENGLISH SECTOR

High School Grades 8 - 11 (or 12)
\

51CHEM 41 _CHEM

PHY 41 PHY
No Sciences General

51
Elementary School
(Kindergarten - 7) Courses Science

810 51

Note: Seven years of Elementary followed by four of five years
of High School

CHART 2: SEQUENCE OF SCIENCE COURSES IN
ENGLISH SECTOR 1980

E,:effentary Science

grogram (K - 6)

Secondary Science Program (1 - 5)

Science
120

.41

SC( 220
ECOLOGY

No Science
Courses

Note: Science-Nth Stream
b Non-Science-Math and/or

Technical Vocational

SCI 120

-1

General
Sciences

220

PHY 512 I

BIO 442 I

PHY 522

810 442 1
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Table i - Sequence of Science Courses in Secondary Schools
(Public Sector)

Level Description

II

III

I V

V

SCI-120 Physical Science

SCI-220 Biological Science - Ecology

SCI-320 Introductory Physical Science
SCI-220 General Science - Traditional

SCI-412 General Science - Traditional

BIO-412 Biology - Traditional

BIO-422* Biology - General
BIO-442* Biology - Human

CHEM-442* Chemistry - Traditional

CHEM-462* Chemistry - ChemStudy Modified

PHY-442* Physics - Traditional
PHY-432*, Physics - HPP

PHY-452 Physics - PSSC

BIO-532 Biology - BSCS

CHEM-562 Chemistry - ChemStudy Modified

PHY-512 Physics - Traditional
PHY-522 Physics - PSSC 1 year

PHY-522 Physics - PSSC

A

4

NOTE: * indicates Secondary V credits.

Information taken from System of Codification for Secondary Courses and
Examinations 1979-1980. Direction de la mesure et de l'evaluation des
apprentissages, Gouvernement du Quebec, Ministere de l'education,
Dirrtion generale du developpement pedagogique;

33
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Table 2 NuMber of Students Regitered to write June 1980
, Examinations 4.

v

/

Dec,ription Number of Students Percebtage

SECONDARY IV

SECONDARY V

B10-412

n0-422

3

2

265.,

041

27.3

17.0

CHEM-442 5 216 43.6

'CHEM-462 3 067 25.6

PHY-432 411 3.4

* PHY-452 1 409 11.8

1ENG-422 COMP. 11 972

810-532 790 7.3

'CHEM-562 2 751 25.4

PHY-512 4 471 41.2

PHY-522 299 2.8

PHY-552 1 061 9.8

ENG-522 COMP. 10 844

Note: Information taken from Ministêrt de l'tducation, Direction de
l'évaluation Odagoeque. Résultats des examens de jain 1980
dans l'enseignement public.

31;
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Table 3 - Subjects and Time Allotments - Secondary School*

Credits per Year

Sec. I Sec. II Sec. III Sec. IV Sec. V

k.

Language of Instruction
(English or French)

Mathematics

General Geography
Second Language

(FSL or ESL)
Religious Education
Personal & Social

Development
Physical Education
School & Vocational

InforMation
Art

Ecology
General History
Family Economics
National Geography
Biology
Introducttn)to Technology
National History
Chemistry or Physics
Economic Education

Sub Total

* Optiok

6 6 6

6 6 4

4 - -

4 4 4

2 2 2

1 1 1

2 2 2

1
)

1 1

4 4

4 -

- 4

4

- 4

- 4 0

- - 4

- -

-

- -

34 34 32

0 - 2 0 2 0 - 4

6 6

4 4

4 4

2 2

1--- N 1

2 2

1 1

_

-

4

4

4

28 '24 .

8 12

TOTAL 34-36 34-36 32-36 36 36

1 Credit - approximately 25 hours of activities
6 Credits - approximately 36.weeks @ 1500 miniktes (5 periods per-week

of 50 minutes each). See details in Course Options Offered in
Secondary School, attached.
Proposed date of implementation of the subjects and time allotments

July 1, 1986.
* From Proposed Régime,Pédagogique, November 1980.

. 3 7
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CHART 3: PROPOSED SiQUENCE OF SGIENCE COURSES
IN THE ENGLISH SECTOR FOR 1982 TO 1986.
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Secondary Science Prog?arn (1 - 5)
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An article pubfished recently in the magazine\Commerce (Le Point, 1980)

included a review of thechanges that will,oWur during the 1980s:

- problems and unknowns will flourish;

- possibilities for change and progress'will increase enormously;

- we must meet the challenge of change and adapt to new direc-
tions;

- markets will orient themselves around the needs of the end-

user;

- the least competent will go under and competence will be
increasingly tied to creativity;

- there will be an increasing need'for original solutions and for
innovations; >

- consumption patterns will assume new orientations.

According to this review, the real problem of the 1980s will be

change, or rather the necessity for change, even if on principle people

prefer the status.quo. Change cannot, however, be the result of a

rational process; it requires creativity, which is dependent on know-

ledge, imagination and the environment. The essential role of educa-

tion lies precisely in its ability to have a direct impact on the scope

and orientation of knowledge as well as on the use and control of the

fmaginatlon, sd as to cultivate the ability 4of individuals and thus

enable them to change their environment.

In a very fluid environment, education should provide the individ-

ual not only with information on what the worTd is, so that one can

adapt to it, but also on what one is; so that one can adapt the envi-
., .

ronment to oneself. Bernard Shaw wrote, "The reasonable man adapts

himself, to the world. The unreasonable man tries to adapt the world to

himself. .In consequence progress depends on the', man who is not reason:

able." Paul Valery had the same idea when he wrote:.2, "For the'profes-

sion of a philosopher, the essential thing is not to understand."

(10
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This paper is therefore an attempt to propose a number of points

for reflection on the potential of science teaching from the point of

view of the needs of industry.

Understanding and Shaping the Environment

The point of departure for my considerations is4a concept so vast it

has room for everyone: the concept is "my environment," or, "the world

in which I live my daily life." "Environment" encompasses all aspects

of a person's daily life, from the family, to the urban or national

community, and corresponds to the world as perceped by sociologists,

economists, ethical philosophers, technologists, biologists.and So on.

The following chart demonstrates schematically the link between

the various eJements of two creative processes that can grow out of

reflection upon and analysis of the environment.

The Elements of Creativity

Environ-

ment

r--

1 Observation
of facts

Sphere of Knowledge

__4_

---oi Hypotheses

Perception of
a problem

Testing

Definition of functions
to be performed

Development
of a tool

Laws and
Knowledge

Search for ideas
for solutions

_ 7
Sphere of the Imagination

Cho'ce of
an idea
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The Human Legacy

There are those inquisitive minds that are regarded by some as pecul-
.

iar. It is worth noting that these inquisitive minds have become

creasingly rare, as a result of the conformist education of the past

ew decades, which discourages the average person from asking many

estions. Inquisiiive minds distance themselves from the' usual

considerations and ask themselves why things are as they are and what

purpose they serve, until finelly they see "with new eyes" facts that

no one has noticed before.

Once they have perceived the facts, they search for an expladation

to serve as the basis of a hypothesis. Not until the Renais;ance did

people learrk-to construct systems to verify their hypotheses with the

help of a model of the universe reduced to principal causes and

effects. Bacon developed the principles of the experimental method

subsequently perfected by Mill and Bernard. It then became possible to

verify a hypothesis -experimentally and to derive from it a scientific

law. The sum of all the scientific laws today constitutes our intel-

lectual legacy.

In the true Cartesian tradition, we are reluctant to regard a

scientific anything which is not measurable: as a result, we recognize

as scientific laws only those which are capable of being expressed in

terms of a mathematical model. It is easy for us to proceed by

paradigm, so when'we have learned to conjugate the verb "aimer," we

assume we know the conjubation of all -verbs.s.that end in "-er." Simi-

larly, once we have learned Newton's first law; we assume we can

calculate the speed at which an object in a free fa3l from a given

height will hit the ground. However, when we realize that the law of

an object in a free fall applies equally to Newton's apple and to a

worker falling from a scaffold, we are forceA to admit that physics can

no longer be considered the prototypical science And mathematics the

pure wellspring of all the sciences. The experimental method as part

of the circle of knowledge enables us to understand but not to act:
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However potent our thoughts, they have no effect on the enviranment in

which we live: the world is never changed by the discovery of a

scientific law. ,

The Need for Solutions

On the contrary, an understanding of how the world is changed or how it

is possible to change the world requires the other_creative approach, a

practical or functional discovery. This creatfVe process also starts

from the everyday environment, but in this cate the environment is seen

through the eyes of revolutionaries or protesters. From this view-

point, it quickly becomes apparent that things do not work, or are no

longer working in the world, that there are'problems, hindrandes, dis-

advantages, calamities: people are hungry, at war, sick, hot, cold and

so on. This viewpoint can set in motion effective processes of change

I)

in the world because problems are erce'lz./ed as obstacles to the attain-

ment of an objective, and the elim nation of these obs6cles will make

it possible to change the world.

As long as protest is not gratuitdus, it leads to consideration of

a possible solution to the prpblem, in other words, to the precise

definition of a function to be performed: something that will feed the

hungry, something that will bring peace, something that will heal'the

sick, warm the'freezing, refresh and so on. Once a proper definition

has been found, the search can begin for the ideas for solutions, which

leads to a_ search through the compendium of scientific laws and know-

ledge in an attempt to validate the proposed ideas. At this point

there are two alternatives: either we find what we need in some know-

ledge we already possess, which needs only to be applied, or it is

necessary to cciver the entire circle of the experimental.method again

In order to prove the idea for a solution. We must choose one:of the

ideas for solutions that we find, and the choice is made on the basis

of an evaluapon and classification of all the ideas. The final stage

is the development of the tool, which by definition is an instrument,

either simple or complex, created for human use in solving problems.
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Sometimes it can be manufactured directly from raw materials, and

sometimes it is a second-degree tool produced with the help of existing

tools. It is worth noting that the tool is an innovation in the sense

that, although it uses existing elements, it does so in an original

way. In the brodder sense of the term, the tool is not necessarily a

tangible instrument: it may be a procedure, a cc:institution, a preju-

dice, a habit, a 'raw, mode of behaviour and so forth.

The tool thus created is eventually-introduced into the environ-
,

ment, which it sometimes changes and often makes more complex. The new

and complicated tools liesigned to solve problems make the world more

and more disconcerting, to the point where even though people live

better today than in the past, they nevertheless do so with greater

dffficulty and in an increasingly artificial world:, Two prime examples
. ,

of this trend are the automobile and the urban environment.

The Industrial Process

Jhe industrial entrepreneur rarely uses the path of know 1e4 e. His or

her existence and survival are intimately linked to the so ution of

problems, both within a company and because of the purpose of the
416,

company: the product must fill a need, it must be the solution to a

problem. Business people will not find a way to prevent falls from

sclifolds by contemplating Newton's first law; they wil) do to 6y

defininj the problems that must be surmounted to achieve safety in the

workplace, thus began the imaginative process leading to the develop-

ment of the tool.

Despite their level of knowledge and education, however, people

retain the power to find solutions based on knowledge that they do not

possess. The caveman who fashioged the first Stone axe was aware

neither of the principle of the lever nor of the law of inertia nor the

law of pressure:' Cfoser to our own day, Pasteur could explain the,

properties of his rabies vaccine only in terms of the production of

antiboflies. Sometimes humans extend their genius to the point of

4
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devaloping, on the basis of a scientific law, a tool which' will be the

solution to a hitherto unknown economic problem. This *was the case

with the photocopier, which applies electrostatics and which was

developed long,before the need for it was felt. ,

,

..

Science Teaching
.

If we accept the premise that the next few decades will require solu-

tions to increasingly complex problems and that creativity grows from

knowledge, imagination and the environment, it tec mes apparent that

science teaching should abandon the process of the experimental and

scientific method, creative though it is, because it is lamentably

conducive to a false'sense of security. While there is,still value in

providing the student with a solid background knowledge of sciance, it
.

.- ..

is even more important to help him or her perceive the evolving

environment in a realistic way and to use creative capacities to define

problems rather than to"find solutions. We need to create a teaching
. _ .

method that will provide the mind witli no answers, no safety net, but

with a question through which the anguiSh of change is visiPle, as

Claudel put.it: qI am not an answer, but a question in repfy to your

question."

While it is relatively easy to define the objectives, the problems

that must be resolved in order to attain them are complex and linked to

behaviour patterms. The. EVALENSCI projeCt. concluded -that the new

methods of the-1960s had been a total faildre and indicated one of the

possible causes: 2."There is little point in introducing a new program

based on different attitudes and objectives jif the teacher itivolved in

the program still retains the old mentality (Québec Science, December .

1976). Souque and Désautels (Québec Science, September 1979) expressed

the reality of the sitdation when they said:

°Fortunately for the teachers, students are sufficiently docile
that they absorb certain scientific explanations, trot them out in
examinations and subsequently let them fade away.. Because the new
concepts that have been introduced have obviously not brought
about any radical changes in the stru ure Or personal framework

4 5
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of our knowledge, they appear in the mind only in the form of
impressions which ultimately evaporate."

The elements of a so'iution are perhaps to be found in their

proposals concerning a real "cultural transforiiiation." This seems a

vial:0e choice to me; it fits well into the environment of the "third .

wave" of the human revolution defined by Toffler as "the transformation

of the minds" and by Teilhard de Chardin as "the psychological revolu-

tion." People will no longer accept that the purpose of knowledge is

to increase power or possessions; they will want to contribute to

improving the environment, the conditions of existence and work so that

they can "be more." Science teaching cannot ignore these profound

changes: it must stop showing how the individual can adapt to the

environment and show how the environment, "the world in whiCh we live,"

can be altered by 'developing a creativity which "searches for" the

problems rather than the solutions.°

'IN
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To question the future of science teachini in Québec is at the same

time to question the future of our society as a whole, for the two are

inextricably linked. Asking the question in the right way, in my

opinion, sheds light on this link and that is why I have entitled my

paper "What sort of scientific education for what sort of society?," a

reflection of the order of priority of tihe teeparts of the question.

Even put this way, however, the question remains far too enormous

and complex for a cursory examination. I shall therefore limit my

comments to the teaching of science at the secoddary level, in partic-

ular because it is at this level in the educational system that the

future of scientific culture in our society is being decided. The vast

majorfty of our fellow citizens in fact have no further contact with

science teaching beyond this level of schooling. But can wg talk

seriously of the future before we have reviewed the past? What role

has science teaching* played in our society since the early 60s?

*.

Retrospective

It is cltarly impossible to disassociate this role of science teaching

from the more general one of the secondary school,. Despite the good

intentions of the authors of the Parent Report, tRe secondary school

system has not succeeded in creating equality of'opportunity in educa-

tion.1 Through its éduCatio.nal system, its method of operation and

its hidden curriculum, the school reproduces "social classes 'and the

social division of labour." All in all, the secondary school has the

role of shaping the citizens of tomorrow, citizens adapted to an indus-

trialized, capitalist, and increasingly technological society. Under

these circumstances, it is not desirable that the majority of citizens

should acquire the knowledge and capacity necessary for a critical

* In the text, the term "science teaching" refers to the secondary
level.

1.,Mireille Lévesque, L'égalité des chances en education, Ministère de
l'Education du Québec, Conseil -superieur de l'education, 1979.
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perspective on social phenomena, particularly with regard to the

relationship between science and society. It is against this back-

ground that we must examine the role that has been assigned to and

played by science teaching.

An analysis of the educational programs and practices shows that

science teaching has adapted perfectly to the school's requirements.

By perpetuating overloaded curricula for years, often poorly suited to

the intellectual development of the majority of students, the system

has guaranteed that only a minority will eventually have access to

scientific careers. By arranging curriculum content strictly according

to logic and discipline, with no reference whatever to the history of

science, apart from parenthetical anecdotes, it ensures that students

do not absorb a critical view of knowledge. By divorcing curriculum

content from everyday or cultural reality,,the knowledge acquired is

rendered useless for the individual' in his or her daily actions. By

disassociating science and technology, the framework is already

prepared for the division of labour. By carefully avoiding the inte-

gration of the social problems related to scientific and technical

development, generations of young people are prepared for a passive,

naive acceptance ot what passet for progress. One can perhaps sum-

marize, this by saying that science teaching has fulfilled the role

assigned to it of preparing an elite according to the requirements of

the university to the.detriment of acquiring a true scientific culture

by the majority. It is hardly necessary to add that this constitutes a

lamentable failure in a society where daily life is shaped and stamped

by science and technology. In the words of Arthur Koestler, modern man

is an "urbanized barbarian," lfving as a stranger in his own

environmert,2

In fact, this is just one further failure to lay at the door of

educational reform, and a similar diagnosis could in all probability be

2. Arthur Koestler, Le cri d'Archieede, Calmann-Levy, 1965.
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drawn up for all subjects. This particular failure is merely one more

symptom indicating that it is the school system that is at fault, and,

by extension, the society of which it is a faithful reflection. The

society at fault is one dominated by large, technocracy-based financial

trusts, founded on profit and production for their own sakes and which

reduces human beings to the status of passive consumers of material and

nonmaterial goods. Hence the question: what sort of scientific educa-

tion for what sort of society?

Some Indicators of the Future

What sort of society is it really? ...What sort of society will we have

if present socioeconomic trends are maintained? According to a recent

study by the Stanford Research Institute3, we can anticipate that the

imbalances characteristic .of our society will be exacerbated. The

follow,ing are some examples of these:'

relative exhaustion of energy and mineral-resources;

exhaustion of arable land and growth of deserts;

threat of destabilization of the major ecological cycles;

growing gulf between the privileged and the poor;.

increase in the so-called ills of civilization;

threat of world wars and so on.

All this will be accompanied by an increasing centralization of politi-

cal ,and economic power. In what way is this a society which we will

fashion collectively as a reflection of what we are?

In one scenario, we abandon our normal right to direct the devel-

opment of society and place it in the hands of a technocracy which will

Irefine our needs for us. .In another, which some people will say is

improbable, we embark upon a path of creativity and social renewal. In

s any,event, the former option would require only minor alterations in

3. Stanford Research Institute, Two Views of the Future: Scenarios,

-Methodology, Parameters, Menlo Park, California.
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current trends in science teacOng. The latter, on the contrary, would

necessiTe a major reorientation.

A Sketch of Society

Imagining a better world lurns out to be more difficult and more
*

absorbing than imagining the "best of all possible worlds" towards

which we are drifting gently. As the economists well know, the

complexity of our societies is such that any prediction concerning

their future is somewhat dubious. However, in the absence of the long

view, all action in the short term is blind and one cannot see the wood

for the trees. It is therefore necessary to sketch out, subject to

modifications along the way, certain characteristics of a better

iociety., This is less a matter of developing asnew utopia than of

establishing a few reference points for action. /This better society

could be:

1. More decentralized: The central core of this vision is a
community on a human scale. Without becoming an autarchy, the
community would possess those political and economic powers 14"

enabling it to determine the course of its own development.
It would tend'towards a more direct form of democracy; it
would also tend to control the means of production on its own
territory, leaving open the possibility of cooperation with
other communities in more centralized forms of production
requiring the deployment of larger resources. Within large
cities this concept of a decentralized community could be on a
neighbourhobd scale.

2. More etological: This is not a question of advocating a naive
form of environmentalism according to which Nature is a source
of wisdom and ecology itself becomes a new ideology, but
rather of developing an eiplogical conscience in the sense
used by Edgar Morin when he writes: "The ecological con-
science is not only an awareness of ihe degradation of nature:
it is an awareness, under the influence of the science of
ecology, of the essential character of our relationship to
living nature. It springs from the dual concept that society
is totally dependent on the natural ecosystem, which in turn
is profoundly affected and degraded by and for our social
processes... . From the point at which the ecological
conscience deepens into an 'eco-anthropo-social conscience,'
it also develops into a political conscience in the awareness
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that the disturbance of the organization of nature poses the
problem of the organization of society."4

This conscience has already given rise to many individual and
group-actions in our. society and will eventually guide the
community towards more gentle forms of technology, to the use
of diversified, nonpolluting sources of energy, to the'
promotion of conservation and recycling, and the integration
of the community into the natural landscape within which it
evolves.

3. Technologically more sophisticated: .This would involve a

reversal of the present situation. Instead of society being

°a\
determined by technology, this new context will produce a
technology that is socially determined, in other words,
adapted to needs defined by society as a whole.

It is moreover apparent that this community will not be able

to dispense'with the appropriate technological infrastructure
if it is to maintain either its material existence or its

spiritual development. It will draw its sustenance in large
measureefrom the quality of its relationship with the rest of

the world. In this context, however, there is no doubt that
the question is less one of determining what is technically
feasible than of knowing how technology can be made to serve
humanity.

Realistically, however, we must admit this will not come about

overnight; the important thing is that this sketch should serve as a

catalyst in the evolution of society. It does not have to be regarded

as an ideal to be attained, but rather as an invitation to change

course towards a horizon which is subject to constant redefinition. It

will perhaps be easier to perceive this change if we review the

elements of the following table, which shows the evolution of some of

the values and attitudes associated with this vision of society.

This.trend implies a change in mentality which will doubtless take

a long time to reach fruition.

4. Edgar Morin, La Méthode, vol. 2. La .vie de la vie, Editions du

Seuil, 1980, pp. 91-92.

0
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Table I

From To

individualism

competition, domination

aggression, mistrust

conformity., adaptation

materialism, consumption
respect for hierarchical
authority

exploitation and mastery
of nature

linear thought

mechanistic vision

self-sufficiency

sharing, cooperation, participation

readiness to experiment

self-criticism, creativity

,austerity, frugality

constant questioning ,

cooperation with and integration
into nature

complex thought

global, holistic vision

A Blueprint for Science Teaching

The orientation sketched out above could be associated with a new

blueprint for science teaching, which would deal less with specific

content than general orientation and educational principles. Here as

elsewhere, a far-rgaching degee of decentralization is the only way in

which the peculiar and sometimes unique re,quirements of the regions and

the communities can be reconciled.

The Orientation

In that decentralization is not synonymous with either isolation or

closed-mindedness with regard to innovation, the following broad

orientation would be shared:

I. A desire to promote a critica.1 view of society based on the
study of the macroproblems confronting our civilization;

0.#
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2. A desire to demystify science, technology and their heroes by
integrating the purpose, history, social role and critical
self-analysis of science into the teaching of the subject;

3. A favoura6le attitude towards individual and collective
development of knowledge and capabilities to enable society to
mastentechnological development and ensure the balanceofthe
natural and social environment;

4. A favourable attitude towards the integration of the various
disciplines and the promotion of a global view of the world,
society'and the individual;

5. A favourable attitude towards the absorptionof work methods
appropriate to the sciences;

6. A favourable attitude towards the creation of an educational
network in the community.

.A few comments on these proposals are obviously required. It will

be noted,

. that these proposals integrate science and technology into
-,,,science teaching;

. that the history of science is integrated into the teaching
process; in this context we should not confuse the romanticiza-
tion of science and the history of science. The romanticization
of science, iike'ftationalist history, can generate more
confusion than clarity; .

, that the educational. .blueprint goes beyond the strict confines

of tbe school and becomes part of the comnunity.

As
Edutational Principls

Traditional educational principleS 'are obviously irreconcilable with

the general,orintatiOn of these proposai,s.- An educational.,philosophy

adapted:to this ,s'ort of_bluOrint wOuld probably include the following
;

characteristibs, independenti of the spetific strategies developed in
,

each field. It would. be:

.

. an education to develop awarenessybeaUse it is built around
problems, the roots bf:.wliic.h:are

. - .
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'a significant education, because it il based from the outset on

problems significant for the individual and the group;

a synergetic education, becauseiit promotes work methods which
encourage cooperation between individuals;

an autodidactic education, because it promotes the development
of the individual's intellectual and emotional
self-sufficiency;

a creative education, because it.is not centred exclusively on
the transmission of knowledge but rather encourages the
exploration of new problems while taking into account the
students' intellectual development;

an interdisciplinary education, because it is centred around
problems that encourage explanations in light of several
disciplines;

'

an integrated education, because it encourages the development
of the capacity of individuals and groups to affett their
environment;

a community education, because it encourages the creation'of an
educational networkyithin the community.

,

All is possible if ...

Such a change, considered in the light of current trends in science

teaching at the secondary level', is so radical that it can come about

only if certain conditions are fulfilled. Some of these are:

an awareness on the part Of teachers of tpe s.pcial function
exercised by science teaching over the past fifteen years ahd
their roles as channels for the transmission of the dominant
values which they themselves have played in'this context;

a psychoanalysis of the feeling of impotence'that overcomes us.
when confronted with the'possibility of changing the course of

society's evolution;
,

a desire on the part of teachers to embrace collective rather
than individualistic action. Interesting educational projects
are too often appropriated by the administrators because of a
lack of cooperation between teachers;

t

\
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a desire on the part of science teachers to cooperate with,other

teachers and other members of the community in the creation of

educational projects.

Conclusion

That, in a nutshell, is my view of the future of science Teaching at

the secondary level. In closing, I would like, to remind you that

teaching implies, a commitment and ,that it is our responsibility to

,clarify the direction of that commitment. For the past few years we

have unfortunately sought refuge in an attitude of pseudOneutraltp.as

far as our work is concerned, and have all too often been content to

act like "officials" in education, to be merely cogs in a machine

rolling in a direction over which we have no control at all.

- It is, however, precisely the problem of direction that is raised

when *e discus the filture of science teaching, and the discussions

that will t.;ke place in the course of this symposium will be fruitful

only if their framework is sufficiently broad to enable us to'answer

the question:, What sort of scientifis education for what sort of

society? I think we can assume that this debate will be stimulating

for all of us and will enable us to redisCover that degree of'

enthusiasm without which Rducation becomes merely a question of a

teaching.assignmeni.,
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In any discussion of future directions- for science education it is,easy

to propose sweeping changes in curriculum and methodology. A 'more

difficult task islto make an honest and objective analy4is,. of thes

fundamental problems that erflt in present day science education and to

form a realistic assessment of how they may be coped with in. the_ next

few decades. Such issues as the unionization of teachers, and the

concomitant decline in their professional status are difficult to face,

but are as important as any alteration to the syllabus or the introduc-

tion of new techniques. In the following comments.I havesgeen deliber-

aiely provocative in attempting to expose some of these issues and to

emphasize that the future directions of science education must be .

planned with the recognition that major changes will be needed if the

quality 6f science education is even to be maintained, let alone

improved.

Textbooks reflect the state of education clearly, and the changes

in some of more popular and successful undergraduate textbooks are

very revealing. For example, one of the most frequently used textbooks

for first-year level chemistry has undergone numerous revisions and has

been re-edited five times over the last fifteen years. A comparison of

the 1966 edition with the latest (1981), shows that many topics have

undergone a sdbstantial dimunition in complexity. For example, the

chemical bond is now discussed in relatively qualitative terms add the

full 'discussion of orbital energy correlations has been omitted; the

Clausius Clapeyron equation (which involved logarithms) has been

dropped completely, the full-scale treatment of .reaction Rinetics

(which assumed a knowledge of calculus) has been reduced to empirical

equations and the first law of thermodynamics has been relegated to the

",blue,pages" as optional reading because it involves abstract concepts

.like "work"!
11%

Most teachers would agree these modifications are necessary

because the students are less well prepared than they used to be. But

it is useful to examine this' phenomenon .from a somewhat different
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perspective; from the viewpoint of a'n histOrian of science education

shuffling through dusty tomes in some obscure library in the year 2084.

Our historian might come to a completely different opinion; the last

three decades of the twentieth century were strange indeed. The stu-

dents appear to be just as resourceful, just as dynamic, just as intel-

ligent, just as exciting'and vital as ever - the evidence for this is

clear in their music, in their political activities, in their athlet-

.. iCs, in their social hiStory, etc...but their 'teachers, particularly

their science teachers changed in a strange way. Fnom about 1960'

onward they went into%an inte'llectual decline, they no lokger knew how

to use logarithms and the calculus, thu- appeared ,unable to grasp

abstract concepts, and seemed to forget the importance of the funda-

mental laws; 'why, some of them even told students ft wasn't really

necessary to know about the first law --of 'thei-modynamics. They beqame

very vague about exPlaining who did-what and when; perhaps they lo4t

all sense of ,cultural perspective or couldn't cope -with names and

dates.

Science educators may complain and argue all they want about how

the.students are ill-Oepared, unable to cope, not motivated, uninter-

ested, etc., but the unpleasant truth must be faced. Instead of
. .

actively reeognizing the changes in the student population and adapting

to them realistically and intelligently, the professional standards of

the teaching profession are dropping at the same-Nte that the reading,

writing, and arithmetic skills are apparently declining in their

students.

The cure for such a state of affairs is very complex. It is not

simply a matter of raising standards. An attempt to raise the stand-
.

ards to even the same level as 1966 would be catastrophic. What is

clear, however, is that the futore of science education, and of science,

itself, depends upon resognizing that there are still many students who

have the innate Ability to work at a higher level and that there must

be policies that.allow 'teachers to cater to these students.

N4,

4.
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At thi point, it,is,worth examining the situation of the present

day science eacher. In Québec there is somewhat of a paradox. The'se

teachersi especially those like the author, with PhDs, are close to

being the best paid in the world; they also have some of .ihe best

Worki"ng conditions and the lightest workloads. Once ensconced on the

seniority list they have'a secure position for life, and a wonderful

pension after that; surely this should be a place where educational

opportunities abound. Wondrous things should come from such a system!

But no, instead, teachers seem to be becoming increasingly apathetic,

they have little motivation to improve (unless it be to obtain a PhD so

they can move up the salary scale). There is little intentive for

innovation and no reward at all for dedication, even to existing meth-

ods. Add to this glaring anomalies, for which there are no attempts

being made to find solutions. The best young, energetic teachers are

being fired, while no effort whatever is being made (due to decreased

enrolment) to encourage young people to enter the profession in any

significant numbers: Meanwhile, totally incompetent teachers are

completely protected by an absurd web of Complex contract regulations

and union Tilles.

The unionization of teachers may very well have brought the pro-

fession out of the nineteenth century, but is very likely to strangle

the proession completely before the twenty-first is even reached. No

profession can survive without the con5tant infusion of new ideas,

energy and people, and this should be a matter of vital concern for the

next decade. It is not surprising that teachers find it easier to drop

difficult topics from the curriculUm than to maintain reasonable stand-

ards. However, before it may seem as if the educational administration

and government departments are completely blameless, another aspect

which is kept well disguised must be considered. If both universities

and colleges are willing to concede that twenty-five per cent of their

students are functionally illiterate, they are nevertheless far less

willing to consider simply not accepting these students. The fact is,

the curriculum policy of these schools is often based more on the
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necessity of obtaining funding (which is dependent on the number of

students) than on the real academic ability of the students that are

admitted, or the needs of the society into which these students will

graduate.

Apart from influences such as teachers' job security and adminis-

trative funding requirements, the present science curriculum is based

on conflicting contractions. At a time when science-based careers

require an ever increasing degree of specialization, the science cur-

riculum is vaingloriously upholding the principle of growing generali-40

zation. The difficulty is that a balance must be found between the

needs of technical specialization and the exponential increase in

scientific information. One thing is clear; continued dilution of the

syllabus is not the answer. Some previous attempts, notably*ChemStudy,

and PSSC (Physica) Science .Study Committee) have been based on abstrac-

ting fundamental (but generally abstract) theorY but have been unsuc-

cessful beoause these thegries become meaningless to students when

divorced from concrete .observations and experiMents. The problem of

designing a science curriculum for the.future needs .0 scientists is

.perhaps best illusk)^ated with an example! 1n the early,1960s,(at

which time I was a student at the University of TorontaOhere was muCh .

talk of absolutely necessary complements.to the cience curriculum._

For example, it was suggested that no one could successfully cope, with

modern science without a detailed 'knowledge of such topics as elec-

tronics, statistics and how to write a computer prggram. As a result I

dutifully enrolled in a FORTRAN programing course (and I must admit it

has proved useful). At the same time, however, university. regulation

prohibited the u'Ise of electronic calculators in an examination. This

was absurd enough, but the ridiculous irony is that I can now buy an

electronic calculator that will achieve, with a few key strokes, all

the'routines that I learned,to write in my FORTRAN course!

I hope ,you will not- interpret this as meaning that science

students need to know about computers', but what it does mean is only a
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limited number need to know how to write FORTRAN programs and even

fewer students need to know how to design computers. Just because

computers have become an integral part of science does not mean every

scientist must have a FORTRAN course. Nowadays a modern computer is so

complex that any scientist who needs computer routines will'ask a

professional programer to write them. The limited knowledge to be

gained from an introductory FORTRAN course is completely useless. If

we are going to teach computers then the emphasis should be on training

experts who 'are so good that their products are simple to use from an

instructional manual. This means, incidentally, that such,people must

be more than computer programers, they must be highly literate and able

to communicate their ideas and instructions effectively. Instead, the

present system is producing a race of semi-illiterate scientats wha

have vague ideas of how a computer works, a limited ability to write a

computer'program, (at a level well below that which would be useful to

them) but who are incapable of reading an instruction manual! This

would be a more severe problem were it not for the fact that many

computer manuals are so poorly wrttten they are completely unreadable

, regardless of the literacy of the user. The lesson to be learned from

this is that the curTlculum must be based on fundamental ski9ls and

knowledge to ensure th.at the-graduating student has the level of scien-

tific literacy to be able to adapt to the progress of science and the

expansion of knowledge.

While science educators ,have debated the proper direction for the

curriculum, the student population has undergone substantial changes.
,
My own experience illustra* this well. I grew up in a small provin-

cial town in New Zealand. In .iry first, year at high school (Grade 8)

there were about 400 students, but 'becaUse it was a rural area, by

Grade 12 most of these had departed to jobs on farms etc. In fact

there were only 18 survivors in the last year% Apparently' the'rest
.

e
were able to cope with lif without dven taking chemtstry or physics.

(At least two of the know became millionaire construction magnates).

The ,potnt of this story is that there was a very good reason for

63
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teaching the specialized science courses (including the differential

calculus, logarithms, and the first law of thermodynamics) because the

only students left were in a good position to take advantage of them.

A much greater proportion of students are now staying to complete

their secondary education and proceed to college. The only concession

science educators have made to this fact is -to dilute the content of

courses and to prepare an increasing number of remedial (or make-up)

courses. The result: at the college level there are large numbers of

students who, even assuming something penetrates after repeating the

course three times, have little chance of ever using any of the know-

ledge and skills they may have learned. What is worse is that at John

Abbott College, for example, 633 of the 688 science students think they

are taking these courses in order to be admitted to medical school (the

remainder intend to be dentists). Science educators must remove the

blinkers and realize that students are not necessarily ill-prepared but

that there are too many students taking the wrong courses for the wrong

reasons.

The consequences of this are very important to the future of

science and, \in my experience, they have not been well recognized.

First, a large number of students at the high school level are being

taught(exposed to, at least) absurdly high-level, abstract scientific

concOts, when they would be- better occupied in reinforcing the

fundamental skills such as reading and writing. Secondly, the students
N\

who could take advantage of specialized courses in the scientific

disciplines are being denied the opportunity. Five per cent of the

adolescent population were capable of not only understanding, but of

being fascinated by differential calculus at age seventeen, 20 years

ago, and there is no reason to assume this group does not still exist.

No .one benefits from the present situation. Tod' many students are

being encouraged to study abstract sCience theory at a level that is

too advanced and that only serves to prejudice the proper development

of more fundamental cognitive and literary skills. The more able
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students are not receiving encouragement and opportunity to develop a

proper understanding of science.

Meanwhile, the response of science educators to these pressures

has been shameful. Using the excuse of an over-burdened curriculum,

the science teacher has come to believe there is no time, no space and

that he or she is not responsible for the reinforcement of basic

skills. I believe that students leave elementary school as well

prepared as ever, the problem is that these skills are not reinforced

at the secondary level and hardly at all -in college., For example, at

, John Abott College, students are no Longer required to write laboratou_,,,---

reports in biology courses - they "write" multiple-choice tests

instead. A science teacher has as much responsibility as a language

teacher to ensure students use their language skills properly. A

student must see the advantages that language can provide, and come to

understand the importance of communicating ideas with clarity and

precision. The problem is also cumulative - as more difficult concepts

are dropped from the syllabus (logarithms, calculus etc.,) the program

of studies becomes larger, and more generalized, but fundamental scien-

tific knowledge is forgotten. By the time students are exposed to

logarithms for example, it is too late, the proper scientific context

is missing. Finally, science teachers, appear to be party to the

insidious practice of examining thel,r students at a level far below

that which appears in the syllabus. Even a cursory comparison of a

provincial examination with the syllabus makes it evident few of the

real ideas, conceptr or skills are being tested. The student is

examined at a totally superficial level; he or she is no longer

required to demonstrate any understanding or knowledge, but only the

recognition of incidental information presented in a multiple-choice

examination.

In conclusion, science educators have not had the courage to make

the necessary changes to the curriculum but instead have tampered with

the methodology in such a way as to provide no advantages to any
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student whatever the level. Teachers, too busy trying to find super-

ficial ways of evaluation that will disguise the fact that students do

not understand the topics, have ceased to exercise their fundamental

responsibility of reinforcing linguistic, mathematical and cognitive

skills. The more complex topics are being dropped from the curriculum

because the less able students cannot cope with them, but in doing this

the better students are being denied the opportunity of practicing,

reinforcing, and recognizing their true value of essential skills in

practical situations.

In the next few decades, society will require scientists who are

better educated than ever. This aim will not be achieved by teaching

everybody a little about science, eipecially if this is done at the

expense of basic knowledge and skills. The science curriculum must be

completely redesigned so that those students who .ire capable of the

intellectual skills required may make full use of their own abilittes.

The problem of science education is not that the students are ill-

prepared. It is that the science educators are not prepared to recog-
,

nize that students now are not the same as those of 30.years ago. Too

little is being taught about too much to too many. Mobody gains.
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We have been invited to reflect together on the future of science

teaching in Québec. I have had no personal experience with futurology,

apart from deriving some spontaneous enjoyment from economic analyses

and from advancing possible nypotheses concerning future developMents.

If I therefore use terminology borrowed from futurology, it is quite by

accident and does not in any way compromise the seriousness of this new

science.

I shall attempt, within the framework of the decade from roughly

1980-1990 and on the basis of marked trends that are already discerni-

ble, to identify same important characteristics of ,the social and

educational environment in Québec; and to ouil,ine certain desirable

approaches. I would like to point out at the outset that I 'shall view

the question of science teaching within the context of the privileged

relationship that exists between a teacher and a student or a group of

students, especially at the secOndary or college level; this is an

environment which is itself framed by the broader context of society as

a whole and therefore includes the family and the primary and univer-

sity levels of education, among others.

The privileged, relationship between teacher and student cannot

help but give rise to considerations relating to the chain of transmis-

sion of knowledge, namely, the quality of the source, the nature of the

channels of transmission and the quality of the student-receiver, as

well.as the phenomena of essential dynamic reactions.

The first characteristic of the social and educational environment

that I believe will have an influence on the future of science teaching

in Québec over the course of the next decade is declining enrolment,

which will 'result in a commensurate end to growth and decline in the

'number of teachers. This phenomenon was defined for the universities

by the Science Council or,Canada, and,it is no less applicable and,

importaht for the secondary school and college'levels.

63'
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We have, for example, just' determined titat the entire secondary
school system i'n,Québec Will require:, over, the next si years, an

virtual maximum of 150 young university, graduates to supply a pool of
32 000 teachers... This is between ,zero and three grakiates per scien-
tific discipline and university training 'program. Furthermore, we also
knOw that at the eollege level there 'are at present more than 500 sur-
plus teachers who haiie job security but no teaching responsibilities.

These few figures.point inexonably towards an almost zero renewal
of the facufty, and o ;their intreasing. age. This development ITas

important consequences for,.the effort required to provide students with
initial or- adianced traininig, and oblige us to review in depth the type

,..of basic education that should be offered to students to equip them
-

with the degree of diversity required in the face of an uncertain job
market., In, any ,event, they oblige us -to revise a teacher. training
policy that has taken this important fatty insufficiently nto
account.

The second Characteristic -of the social and :134cational environ-
.

me'nt th,at would Iik.0 to mention', or rather recall, is-that school and
col lege ate no longer "Vie only .envtronments where .sci end fic informa-
tion is impartdd, and fn the next feW years, with the anticipated rapid
advances iii communications, sdence and technology will be within the

',range, o'f every citizen's home.-
.

,

Nt the sa me time as Weitnotice a degree af disillUsionment with thes-
stientific. disc iplines at the secondary and .college levels, as weLl as

.wfth scientific programs 'at universitjf level, it is worth pointing 9ut
that there are in Quebec, on 'the periphery of .the school system, 95

; vigorous young naturalists' .clubs, one youth science council in the

process of transformation or redefinitiOn, and La fédération québecoise
du 1Oisir scientifique, with 250 affiliated local chapters Operating in

4

a dozenscientific disciplines. These assaciaions have, a.total mem-
.

bership of .60 000, almost double the' figure of ten years ago, .reflect-
ing a shared interest at the grass roots tliat is endouraged bta humble

/--
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($300 000 *-donation from the Government of Québec: they pi.ovide a

strfking exanple of Toffler's forecasts in Future Shock and The Third

Wave.

There is a considerabld discrepancy between school and college,

where science is a "poor seller," and real life cirdWinstances, where,

in response to the demand of audiences of all ages, whose leisure time

it i.ncreasingly monopolizes, science becomes more and more fascinating

to the media. Have school and college lost before this race has even

begun? A;-.e they still tnying to do what other institutions can do'

better than they, 'and thereby prbving,Ivan Illich right? Are school

and college.trying to.redefine their own particular, fundamental role -

that of institutions for training, in this case fon scientific

training for awakening interest, for synthesizing and integi-ating;

taking advantage of their role as:unique institutions whose characters

have from this perspective much' in commo'n with that of the family.

These questions obviously bear on the curricula determined by the

Department of Education; )hey are naturally relevant to the questien of

teacher training programs; they are fundamental question's for every

teachen who, in front of a group of high school or college students,

attempts to meet their expectations and needs for training and know-

ledge. ,

I would'like to add that there is, in my view, a thi-rd charac-

teristic" or tendency in the scientific community today which has a

definite impact on science teaching. Not only is science progressing

very--rapidly, or, exponentially, as some maintain, but science and

technology, which were once separate and distinct, have moved together

to a pointWhere in some areas they are synonymous. As evidence of

this trend I would cite the ,ever-shorter intervals between scientific
.

"discoveries and their technological applicatioa, as well as the way-in

whicha in our universities, applied projects are increasingly inter-

twined with basfc research, and the increesingpount of basic research'

which is being conducted in the major indastrial laboratories. I would
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also cite as evidence recent work wiUi transistors, lasers and biotech-

nology, where the phenomena in question bear witness both to the

intimacy of nature and to the infinitely small.

Hence, in my view, questions need to be raised in science'teaching

about the excessive separation between theory' and its application,

between pure and applied science. There is also, I believe, the need

to reopen the debate between the inductive approach and the deductive

approach in.'sciencE-teaching, to review the objective and purpose of

science teaching here at the secondary and college levels in light of

the context, constraints and marked tendencies that we are able to

.7, identify.

Twenty years ago, two colleagues and I collaborated on the pub-
.

lication of a physics textbook that was used in Québec. I can remember

the consternation of the publisher When, at the public launching of the

book, I declared before a hdndred or so people that I hoped that a

competitive text would appear within' five years.and that I would be

Asappointed if Our telook were still in use in 10 years' time. I

can admit today I was disappointed; in my view, both science and

society deserved a better fate.

In all seriouspess, .r.believe that scientists in Québec have a

social. r'èsponsibilitywhich they cannot ignore. They must not only

sound crie's-of alarm, but they also have..a duty to hurl themselyes into

the melée'and to rethink, for themselves and for their peers, the ve'ry

fOundations of their work and their impact as scientists, as teachers

ald as the trainers of teachers-.
,

There are three possiWe consequences for action on our part as I

see it, taken from.the three characteristics I have described.

.Ftrst, the teachers at the secondary .and college levels for the

next decade are already in place to a large extent. This fact should

influenCe teacher training programs, especially advanced training
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programs. It seems to me that the Department of Education, the school

boards and the universities should direct their concerns towards a type

of teacher training which will be less compartmentalized and more open

to a variety of work functions, as well as to an ongoing upgrading of

teachers, either on an individual level or organized by general agree-
.

ment among all those concerned. There is a consensus in most profes-
4

sions, such as health sciences, eng&peering, architecture, even in

administration, that professionals must be careful to maintain a

constant level of competence, in view of new developments in their

prOfession, in order to keep up the quality of service to the public
s

and, i t ,must be admitted, to maintain the level of their personal

income.

The need for this kind of upgrading is of course something of a

departure from the concept of a personal need; it is echoed in appro-

pri ate work condi tions as wel 1 as in the effective support of employers

and the universities.

Secondly, it seems to me we must return to the essential purpo'se

of the .school or college, as,an institUtion and to a redefinition of i

rol e. This is, first of all, one of training. I believe it is a

question.of en'abling the student to intggrate information about science

,and technology info a perSbnal scale of values, or, as has been said,

to bring science closer to students by enablilig,g' them to perceive

science and technology 'as tools at their displit, and making them

aware of their significance and scope.

,

Thirdly, here is an increasing inte0aWon between science and

technology. I ibelieve students are themselves ware of this and tha,t

they make the connection, even when their education separates$the two.
,

Would it really be an affront to science to, define and enlarge upon

thi s on the basis of experience and knowledge? It is less a mAter

here of arousing in'terest among' students in icientific careers tham.of

bringing all students to a point where they draw the connection between
1

Science and everyday life.

7 )
4_,

z
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I remember with a great deal of pleasure thesdiscussions I had in

class, at a time when students dkd not wear beards, by asking thsm to

calculate the amount of time necessary to amortize the cost of. an

electr:ic shaver, bearing .in mind the consumption Of electricity, in

comparison with the purchase price of a straight razor and the consump-

tion of razor blades. 04vious1y, the answers could easily be doubled,

depending on whether the razor blade was changed every day or every

other day. I was even accused of not prdesenting a real physics prob-

lem. After'some discussion,. however, I am sure the students,,had a

better idea .161L the wattage of an electric 4i,er and the cost of a

kilowatt hour (which they mufthave been able to verify on their Hydro-

Québec bill), and that they had a better idea of a postulate, a

hypothesis, an order of magnitUde and of a physical law.
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For almost ten yeIrs my profession has been that of a ularizer of

science." It has brought me a good deal of pleasure, even if one's

view of this type 'of transmittal of knowledge is not without a

considerable degree of criticism. In the final analysis, however, the

failings of popularization are very often those of education itself -

the pitfalls that await me in the practice of my profession are the

same as those that lie in wait fot4 educators. And so, as I talk about

popularization, I hope that you will bear the parallel in mind.

Let us begin with an anecdote ...

Last fall,-when the publishing house Quebec Science decided to bring

out a new edition of the book "Face au nucleaire," I was invited to say

a few words about it on the CBC French-language television variety show

Midi plus. As we ,were preparing the interview, the interviewer sud-

.denly asked, in a tone almost of relief: "Pierre'Sormany, is this book

finally going to tell us what to think about,nuclear energy?" I tried

to explain to her that the book had quite a different purpose, namely

to provide the individual with all the elements needed for a personal

choice, to which she replied: "But we have neither the means nor the

'training to make that sort of choice... . It seems to me that we elect

people to do that, people who have access to all the documentation. So

why don't they make whatever decisions are required?'

This anecdote, which is a little depressing for a popularizer of

science, does nevertheless reflect a certain consensus within society,

a consensus which in turn reflects the .full extent pf the myth ofie

expertise, At first glance this is not particularly serious. X7ter

all, when the politicians entrust the choice,of final recommendations,

which will subsequently be followed almost to the letter, to a Royal

Commission, such as the recent Porter Commission on Nuclear Energy in

Ontario, they are acting in precisely the same wly as the television

show host: they are asking a number of experts, who supposedly have

the expentise, to make a Solomon-like judgement, on the basis of all

the available evidence, on behalf' of all the elements of society

?t;
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.involved. To some extent the politicians are abdicating their respon-

sibility to make the choice.

The myth of expertise unfortunately frequently camouflages an

insidious value judgment which, though rarely stated, is a direct

result of the conditioning iMparted by our educational system. It

holds that, regardless of the contribution of the sociologists; anthro-

pologists, semioticians, political scientists, philosophers and other

champions of the soft, approximative sciences, .it is the ultimate

responsibility of the technicians and the experts in the True Sciences,

(those that are termed the "exact" sciences), to provide the measurable

elements which alone carry any weight in the ultimate decision. A de

facto hierarchy has been established between the discursive sciences,

whose purpose is the reassuring of the collective unconscious and the

provision of cannon-fodder for journalistic broadsides, and the

empirical sciences, to the beat of which the armies of technocrats

march. IP

The result is that society's coordinates today are defined by

technicians who.lack the training.to do so (how many science graduates

have taken courses in history or sociology beyond high school?).

Society tn turn is not in a position to dispute the technicians' dicta,

since the ^average citizen without a science degree is incapable of

judging the correctness of technical arguments put forward by an

engineer. I object both to the lack of social training on the part of

the engineer and the lack of technical training on the part of the
A

average citizen. The result of this dual deficiency is dramatic in

terms of Major projects and policies.

The gulf stems directly from the school system. Once it has been

drummed into them thiit science, and by that I mean "true" science, is

the path taken by the best students, ,the "stars," that it provides the

key to KnOwledge and even to Truth with a capital "T", students who

encounter difficulties end up by humbly admitting that they "have never

had a gift for mathematics." Sometimes they develop a degree of
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distrust of'the techniques, but when confronted with raw scientific

data they exhibit a simple faith: it is true because Science says so!

Other siudents.however, who have a greater affinity for the sciences.,

not only develop at times a scorn for social matters, but always adopt

the attitude of a young Pee Wee hockey player to a Guy Lafleur: one

does not dispute a myth, one identifies with i and makes it one's

own.

In this context, popularization has the defect (as is frequently

the case with traditional education as well) of introducing scientific

certainties. We learn that the activities of the researcher are

intended to increase the sum total of our knowledge, to ascertain

reality and to establish a certain kind of truth. It is never clearly

explained that the entire scientific method is based on ignorance: not

on, certainties, but on methodical doubt, on an inherent scepticism.

The researcher's work may never establish the certainty, since hundreds

of successful experiments can never prove that an exception, will not

appear somewhere at some time. On the contrary, a single contradictory

result is sufficient to indicate that an idea is wrong. This is why

all the work aimed at confiTming Einstein's theories of general rela-

tivity is conceived in the reverse.,, with almost masochistic passion,

researchers attempt to prove that Einstein was-wrong, and only the

repeated failure of all experiments ultimately creates the impression

that, after all, he was right. But if a single result were discordant,

all the mathematicians would have to sharpen their pencils. In sci-

ence, it is the experiment that reintroduces doubt and ft is ignorance

that is always the most fertile source. Every scientific facrawaits

the evidenee that will disprove it.

This, however, is almost never mentioned in popular texts: is it

stated sometimes in science courses?

Popular texts fairly frequently contain a fundamental error

regarding scientific subject matter. I read recently in the American

magazine Science Digest an article by the excellent writer Isaac Asimov
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on the search for fundamental particles. The article was entitled

"What is Matter Made of?," and reviewed the history of the indivisible

etom, uvto the discovery of subatomic particles, and then of quarks

and leptons, and asked the question whether an even more basic subunit

might not soon be discovered. Nowhere, however, did the author explain

that what is.called a "particle" is in fact a physical manifestation

thatis known only through its behaviour and its interactions. What is

called "c'harge," "mass," 'spin" or any other descriptive term is no

more than a quantified evaluation of "Potential behaviour." The arti-

cle should have been emtitled "How Does Matter Behave?," at which point

it would no lon.ger have been surprising to find that the infinite

increascin the energy involved in interactions reveals new behavioural

structures.- fhis concept of the nature of physicsmould doubtless have

seemed sti'ange to physicists during the last century, but it can no

'longer be ignored today. The descriptive models we possess of the

world are incontestably useful, in that they give us, a comprRsib1e

picture of what happens between the "interactions, but, like Freud's

various areas of the brain or Marx's social classes, they are no more

th'an, simplified pictures, mental constructs that are useful to the

extent that they make it possible to predict wfth,acCuradi. It is

rarely mentioned in popular texts that the exact, sctences are also

t;ehavioural sciences! And in reading recent literature on the concep-

tual problems of quantum mechanics, in ,which some physicists have

rediscovered Zen Buddhism through the behavioUr 'of. pnotons, I have

observed a fundamental misconception amongst these physicists regarding'

the nature of a physical model, the limits of its validity; the nature

of the behaviour that can,be observed and so on. This I.find worryinp

if physicists themselves are incapable of understanding the limits of

validity of the tools they use,rhow Can the general public be expected

to understand? 4

In fact, the entire process of questioning science has been

excluded from the learning process, both in school and thereafter. How

many teachers of physics, chemistry or biology have, in the course of

.44
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their studies, covered even the rudiments of the history of science?

How many have had an opportunity to discuss the epistemological

foundations df what they teach?

Placing things in their historical context may appear easier in a

popular text, which is less oriented towards formulae and tends more to

the anecdotal than a university course. If, however, a researcher's

approach is linked too closely with the formulation af his or her

hypotheses or new "discoveries," the opposite effect is often obtained:

by associating the.problem too closely with the proposed solution, the

two become inextricably linked in the reader's mind, so that the

problem appears henceforth as a "proof" that sbbstantiates the answer.

If a researcher proposes a new theory to explain cancer, this will

inevitably be presented in the l'orm of a new hypothesis outlining the

reasons behind its formulation, amounting to an argument for the new

idea. This is quite normal, but for the reader, the problem becomes

the proof of the answer.

PopularizgatiOn is in the final analysis a treatise,'disembodied

and divorced from practical application, a treatise which celebrates

the myth, gains converts and convinces its audience. It is a treatise

that serves ultimately to hand down the dogma. But if we look at edu-

cation, we see that the laboratories, which should provide the frame-

work for the introduction of prac'ttcal applications, almost always

associate problems and solutions in an automatic approach which links

the model indisputably to the questions that gave rise to it. Science

terhing, whether in the classromn or in the laboratory, ts thus also

the transmittal of dogma.

As a celebration of the myth of expertise, faith in the dogma

rather than in questioning, and popularization, isolated increasingly

from experimentation, is in danger of achieving the opposite of what it

claims to do by widening the gulf between the researcher, the perspn

who knows, and the passi.ve listener. It has happened so many times

that I have been told, with regard to a text with whichA was generally

)
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satisfied, "Your text is interesting. You must be awfully knowledge-

able to write all that!" By making this knowledge accessible, I have

accentuated the reader's admiration of the scientist he believes me to

be. I had substituted a grain of the myth of expertise for an ounce of

the Mystery of science.

This myth sometimes has elements of tragedy. The more the empha-

sis is placed on the expertise required to combat sickness, the more

the reader becomes convinced that this responsibility must be entrusted

to a doctor. Whereas a common cold, which is often popularly termed

'flu,' can be cured by the expedient of large glasses of water, aspirin

auf mustard plaster, who would believe.that the same treatment Would be

indicated in the case 'of an acute rhinoviral infeCtion of the upper

respiratory passages? Far from reinforcing the independence of the

individual, such information can doom one,to dependence - a credulous

dependence in awe of the scientist. Who would dare to cast doubt on

the' words of someone who has manifested the incomparable kindness of

leading one out of the slough. ar ignorance? Scientific information,

like political or sports information, sreates its own stars. When it

becomes popularization, scientific knowledge itself assumes the mantle

of stardom, and stars are not disputed, they are appropriatled.

szt.

In the same way as scien.ce teaching, perhaps, although to a lesser

extent, popularization can be dangerous. The new concepts that it

introduces only very rarely succeed in dislodging established ideas,

but are suilerimposed on them more or less successfully. The acquisi-

tion of scientific knowledge, however, presupposes a complete break

with the prescientific vis,ion of the world, with all the integrated

scheme of response with which the individual has been made ,familiar

since childhood. He or she must learn to reject the "natural" explana-

tion in favour of the scientific behaviourAmodel. The break,is often

a, painful one. More often than not, the individual is therefore

content to integrate this new knowledge into a preyious world view, in

4 such a way that science is juxtaposed with ignorance, rather' than
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replacing it. This is not .substiqution but accommodation. At best,

this solution results in a sort of mental schizophrenia, in which the

science student may be perfectly capable of solving) the most complex

equations while retaining an extremely childish vision of the world.

After all, was not Newton himself to some extent this sort of per:ion?

At worst, however, it results in poorly integrated theories composed of/

equal parts of science and superstition, where science reinforces th

very prejudices it is supposed to combat. It is entirely probable t

popularization has to share part of the responsibility for the cu7ent

flowering of the pseudo-sciences!

Popularization does, nevertheless,'have paeitive effects a5 well,

and the entire picture is 'not black. \It provides useful /factual

information, some of it essential; it provides a flow -of iniformation

between scientists themselves; it provides the necessary caveats; it

provides information which is Tore directly "functional," and yet

appeals to the imagination, the sense of the,spectacular, which is also

an integral part of the dissemination of information in our society.

In terms of the spread of knowledge, however, the limitations are

dramatic. Regardless of hoW hard the popularizer searches to fill in

the gaps by producing texts that create doubts and incite critical

reflection, the readers continue to need reassurance and certainties.
A

In any event, they will retain from a written text only that which they

want to retain, and that,- most often, is what is reassuring. On: the

other hand, if he4or she has severed connect' ns with scientific know-

ledge since leaving high school, nothing will b
4 .

or she will virtualTy never read popular texts.

ained, because he

Sooner or later, therefore, it is.the educational system that must

hear the burden of responsibility forthe impotence of popularization.

I have no solutions to pr:opose to you today: at least, I have

neither a miracle cure-all nor a partial solution any different from

those already formulated on a number of occasions by younselves. I

would however like to applysome of Ty thoughts'on popularization to

4.) A

A
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education. In order to ransmit ,scientific understanding and culture

in the fullest sense, beyond mere mastery.of mathematical tool's and a

few theorems, _science teaching must also be approach-oriented, encour-

age doubtf and set a premium on the agom of uncertainty rather than on

the safety of closed systems; place greater emphasis on questioning and

on the limits to the validity of the models proposed and the mathemat-

ical tools that have been developed, and strive constantly to keep

scientific data rooted in their historical context, which aldne can

explain'the underlying perspectives.

Education should perhaps also borrow some of the popularizer's

techniques and attempt to "ilook" students through those things that are

important to them. In history, this works fine: one can begin with

Newton's concerns in such a way that the student and reader can be

' .brought to share them. More frequently, however, the major principles

Of modern science, can best be 'Presented by analogy with contemporary

)objects and situailons. The analogy of driving,a_car; for example, is

excellent for intrkucing the prineiples of.energy conservation and

transfOrmation. An inAustrial visit to an electrolysis, room is far

more effective than tWs and diagrams for explaining (or least

introducing) the principles.b In short, we should return to the "object

lesson.: ill

Before we .integrate theft) 'new vKiroaches, hOwever, we should

perhaps* decide not to offer any more introductorY science courses

intended to prepare the better students tor the following course; the

'. next course itself being perhaps an introduction to the tools tecessary

to master.a third level of specidlization, with the whole system lead=

tng straight to undergraduate or even pbstgraduite degrees. Although

this system probably produces very good §-dentists, it nevertheless

sacrifices -all the others, and even the mosf effective popularization

will nevex win them back. It would perhaps be better to regard eacW
t

'course frqm-the outset as a cultura$adveature in itself.and attempt to

teach ail- approach, a critical attitude: There wtll still Ple time, as

f
04 e
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the students delve,fmrther into the approach, to provide them with the

more complex tools and formulae needed for scientific experimentatiOn

and mastering engineering techniques.

V'
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I belieye it was La Bruyere who said, that as soon as the world came
into existence, everything had been said or written. .Rest assured:- I

think he was exaggerating and I. would not insult you by sending you
home in such a caval ier fashion! The rhetorical 'exercise in which I am

compelled to engage, namely synthesis, seems to me to be al 1 the more

.clifficult in that there has been *neither a thesis nor an antithesis.
The speakers have all covered the precise topics that were assigned to
them and have dealt both with past history and future prospects. I

must therefore ask your forgiveness in advance for the 1 ack of objec-
v

tivity in this report.

The symposium began this morning with a jump back into the past in

order to give c-the participants an historical overview of ciefice

teaching in Quebec. Mr. Alexander Liutec showed us the evolution of
educational curricula and structures i9 a systematit way with a series,
of charts.

. Science teaching in the 1940s and 1950s consisted 1 argely of

theoretical know,ledge arranged meticvl ously. in a textbook, to be

memorized. Use of the 1 aboratory was very rare, scienti fic method

either nonexistent or vtrtual ly so; the main pursuit was that of the

correct answer. Ar-ound 1963, the Parent Report brought about some
far-reaching educational reforms and cal led for an upgrading of science

teaching, both in quanti tati ve terms (thee report recommended daily

Sc i en c e classes at the 'primary and secondary levels) and in qual itative

terms. (i t asserted 'the priority .of the scienti fic method, equally

applicabbe to 'the natural sciences and to other subjects). From then

on, training has been more important than information and rtiefhod more

important than knowledge. The -ledtrntng of course content has been

superseded and be me secondary.

Faced with th 4possibil ity of producing indigenous Québec educe-
,

tion-al tools q kly fre scratch, the reformers adopted, without

restrictions, well-known American methods (IPS, ChemStudy, PSSC, BSCS,

and 'so on), which had been designed by scientists to produce. ber
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esearcher Laboratory work was the first priority, difficult points

in the subje t matter were illustrated.by films; the textbook was no

nger a co endium .of formulae) laws.and recipes - it demonstratea and

suggested models of rational or easoning.

At the beginning of the 1970s scence teaching succumbed to the

influence of the American behaviourists led by Bloom and Mager. The

goal at the time was to circumscribe the curriculunL as exactly As-

possible and to subdivide it into a large number of single, intercon-

nected sections that were easily absorbed by the students and "scien-

tifically" measurable by ktheir teachers.

These periodic course, changes notwithstanding, science teaching

never seemedto inspire the enthusiasm of the majority of the'students,

who foUnd the courses too difficult and boring. Not only that, they

did not take many of them - apart from ecology, there was no compulsory

science course at the secondary level. What is more, the new

educational system recently unveiled by the Mjnister of Education, Mr.

Camille Laurin, is not likely to succeed in upgrading the status of

science in the eyes of,Quebec's children and citizens!

Despite a Certain veneer of optimism, these worries are shared by

Mrs. Graziella Levy, Who was astonished that the first official natural

science curriculum at the primary level did notappear dntil 1970.

P,rior to that there was not very much. She drew us a brilliant carica-

ture of the development of science teaching in Quebec, which went from

fashion to faqjton, from the formal and descriptive pattern prior to

the 1960s to a computerized model of objectives and subobjectives:

before 1960: KNOWLED,p 7 CONTENT OF TEXTBOOK

.,during the 1960s: KNOWLEDGE =-METNODS (especially American

ones) ,

during the 197.0s: KNOWLEDGE = ATTAINMENT OF OBJECTIVES.

* Introductory Physical Science; ChemStudy; Physical Science Study Col-
mittee; Biological Science Curriculum Study.
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She regards the present situation of science teaching as preca-
k.

rious. There seem to be a numiler of signs that bode ill, such as

budget.cuts, reductions in timetables, student disiLltisionment, >and

desertion by:teachers. Above all,' there'is the lack at the primary

level of any training.for science telers;,-after the secondary level,

they have raiTly taken a sci6ince course. Advanced,training in science

is virtually nonexistent.

Mrs. Levy nevertheless remains optimistic. Apart from probleMs .

related to methods and structures, she is convinced,that the prime need

is to change the attitudes of parents and tepchers, especially. For

her the child will.always remain as eager,-if not more so than before',

tb discover its natural and human enviraments and to understand them.

Dr. Louis Ste-Marie concludes that, science teaching in Quebec

reached a stage of bankruptcy lollowing the Parent reforms. His study,

EVALENSCI, was designed to evaluate the extent to whi,ch th s a

objectives were achieved for science teaching at the secon ary level by

the programs of the. Department of Education of Québec (MEQ) and by the

authors Of the textbooks in,use. It was intended td, measure whether

students who had taen several science courses had experienced progress

or stagnation, or even regression, with regard to: ,

I.-the student's intellectual independence;

2. the stolent's social integrq,Xion; fir

3. the students social and emotional development;

The conclusions were as follows:

a) The students' intellectual rigour, capability in the formular
tion of hypotheses and ,creatiyity fmproved slightly, regardless
.of the textbooks used. At the very least, misconceptions Were
rejected.

b) As far as the human and social values of science are concerned,
the courses seem to divert students from scitntific careers.
Whether,It was physics, chemistry or biology, students change
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their attitudes and become less and lets interested, especially
those who are Oeople-oriented.

c) The students' need for security is not met; with the exception
of those who use the Keller method, science teachers do not
succeed in imb'uirtg their students with confidence because Of

excessively low grades, the presentation of abstract concepts,
1 aboratory work. and the method of teaching by objectives .

Dr. Ste-Marie recommended that a new scienCe course be designed,

specifically for those students who are not planning a career in

science. He believes that a course which wduld as far as possible
g

integrate science, technology, the history and sociology of science

would-succeed in recovering the floating mass of students who are now

fleeing science courses because they perceive them as elitist..

We wonder, however, why tbis study refjained voluntartly from -

analyzing the influence of teachers' behaviptds, training and interests..

These data- would, ,tri our view, have provided valuable additional

indicators, since teachers are, aftel all, the primary channel for the

transmission of knowledge about science at school. Their influence

appears to us to be paramoynt. ,

av

This is, moreoye7r, the opinion of Dr. Graerhe Welch of the John

Abbott CEGEP, who 'places the lion's share of the blame for the failure

-of -sciencet teaching in Québec on the shoulders of the teachers. His

analysis, which borrowed its style from science-fiction, mercilessly

dissected the following ,elements: e

a decline in th'e professional standards of science teachers
because of increasing age, resistance to change and training,
and unionization; '

- a ,lowering of the quality of textbooks, .which he terms decadent

because of their cWsire to please everyone;

- a, dilution of knowledge: too little is taught about too many
things to too many people;

- neither measurements nor evaluations are si9ni ficant;
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.- gaps in basic education, especially competence in the mother

tongue.

,

Dr. Welch believes that students are bored at school because of a

lack of intellectual_stimulation. He recommends a return to basics:

strengthening of the communications tool pa'r excellence, the smother

tongue; sspecialization; the organization of scientific activities.
e

This uncompromising set of demands appeared to find agreement among the
,

science teachers present.

..
They were shaken again by the rathdr unorthodox suggestions of Mr.

. Marcel Rist, the comme'rcial direcior of the Centre de la. rechercht

"industrielle .du Québec (CRIQ). He questioned head-on the value of

science teaching as presently practised. The citizens'of Xomorrow will

have-to live fn a highly fluid environm t in which the idea of change

is central. The most appropriat form of adaptation to this environ-

ment will therefore not be the.result of a rational process, but rather

that of Creativity whic is i function of kflowledge, imaginatfon and

,
the environment.

,

In what appeared to be a very artificial way, Mr. Risi .distin-

e
guished between two creative methods:

4

the specujative approacji ( which involves the search for know-
ledge leading to'laws.a paradigms; .

,- the active approach, which involves solutions totproblems in
response to needs created by an evolving environment. ,

Science teachers are always some way behind the World of industry

'and prefer the first method: as a result, according to Mr. Risi, they

are experiencing increasings_difficulties in captuling the imagination

of young people. They should be taking the opposite course of aban-

doning the experimental scientific method in its canonical form (a

surprising statement from a- physicist?) in favour ,of hav.ing their

students imagine and define the problems rather thab looking for solu-
. .

ti4)ns. From there it is but a short step to institutionalized inse-
.../

9-1.
,

b

,
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curity., a ,permanent anguish similar to that experienced by our ances-.

tors in their caves. Why not? Perhaps this is the key to human evolu-

tion, with science no 'longer being perceived as the traditional power

'over people- and thin4s but rather as the active striving for existen-

tial growth and the maximum development of human potential.

Dr. Jacques Désautels; the author of the shocker cole + Science

= Echec summarized briefly some of the criticisms of the preserit system
. -

by pointing out that the school is cast in society's image, that it

therefore reproduces social classes, that science teaching is based

p"rimarily on the training of a scientific elite and so on. He postu-

lated that the future of science teaching in Québec will be a part of a

blueprint for a new .society developed at the wish of its citizens.

Hence the fundamental question: what sort of scientific education for

what sort of society?

Dr. Désautels then unfolded a visioo of a future society that

would be less centralized, more ecology-oriente,d, more imaginative and

less materialistic. This would necessitate radical changes in the

educational attitudes and strategies of scienCe teachers, who. should:

- approach social problems more critically;

- be more committed and not content merely to transmit ready-made.
knowl edge;

- demythologize ,technOlogy;

- have a holistic view of the world;

- act collectively to free themselves,from their feeling of
impotence when confronted with world problems;
4

- practise an educational philosophy based on awareness, meaning-
fulness, autodidacticism, creativity and interdisciplinary
integration.

Dr. Désautéls invited teachers to become more. involved in their

community, because, by virtue of their position, they are pr.ime agents

of change.

2
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Finally Dr. Germain Gauthiee, Vice-Preident in charge of teaching

and research at the Universit& du Québec, turned the spotlight on the

pr.ivileged relationship.between teacher and student in the chain of the

transmission of knowledge. He identified three problems iR terms of

the foreseeable direction of society which directly involve science

teaching: ,,

- the leveling-off and declinein student enrolment will result in

a drop in the number of teachers and an increase in their ages;

school and college are no longer the only institutions imparting
scientific jnformation, particularly when one thinks of the
remarkable development of leisure-time sdentific organizations

in Quebec;

science and technology are increasingly interdependent; the
interval between a discovery and its application has 'shrunk

drastically.

By way of remedies, Dr. Gmthter prOposes:A

a) on-going and less compartmentalized training and advanced.
training programs for teachers;

b) 4.return to basics: the primary function .of the sehool should -

be training, because information can be-disseminated much more
effectively by the media (radio, television, magazines ahd

,

newspapers); /
/

0 a greater degree of realism in science curricula; especially in
terms of the integration of science and technology.

Perhaps tfiese few remedies will prove sufficient to revitalize

science teaching now in the doldrums.

:

r
In c clusion, we can say that this symposium has not provided y

Miracle c es fon the crisis facing science teaching in Québec. It ha

nevertheless made it possible to identify a'.number of serious problems

6nd to propose the outlines of solutions to them. There were extensive

discussions of content, curricula, methods, and, in particular,

attitudes that need to e changed. How? By the sacrosanct experi-

9,1
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mental method, which produces more or less transitory certainties, or, -
by Mr. Risi' s method of systematic doubt? It is up to the science

teachers themselves to decide.
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The symposium provided a variety of viewpoints on science instruction

in Ouebec. It gave the participants an opportunity to examine the

topic from an historical, standpoint, to look at itscurrent state and

related problems, and to consider its future.

Part One: Perspectives on fhe background and present state of Qqbec
science education

FIRST SPEAKER

Pr. Louis Ste-Marie
professor in the faculty of education
Universitd de Montréal

Dr. Ste-Marie's presentation focused on the study he has been conduct-

ing since 1974, in which he is assessing science Instruction at the

secondary school level. The results of the study Will appear in the

final repOrt of the EVALENSCI research team.

Dr. Ste-Marie began by s4tting forth the Department of Educa-

tion's three main objectives.* hey are:

1. to contribute to the development of the.student's intellectual
independence;

2. to facilitate his or her integiation into society; and

3. to contribute to his or her social and emqiChal growth.

As regards the first objective, results of the study on over 4200

students in- secondary IV indicate that students improve in" their

ability to reason 'scientifically and to think critically corer the

course of a school year. The first objective is therefore considered ,

to be achieved. On the other hand, this is far from the case with .

respect to integrating the student into society. Even the HPP (Harvard

-

Project Physics) physics program, developed for students not taking

science, fiils to make the students aware of the human -and social,

yalues of science.

* Formulated on the basis of available official.,documents.

9t;
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,// The third objective (the 'student's social and emotional growth);

,

,

..pl.

has not-bedn achieved-either. Motivation and\ s'atisfaction with respect-
to Science.,courses remain low. It was noted that impnovement could be
brought 'about 'in this area .through the use of individually oriented
instructional teOniques.

D Ste-Marth suggested ,some explanations for this. Now that
science is well established in so'ciety, we should perhaps stop

presenting only the inside of the-structure of science. We should open

the -doors and. step* out to .have a look at science in nature and in its
J.*social surroundings. For the future, he proposed a., course in the

history andsociology of stience.

QueWons and comments

First commentator:
.

Mr.:. JadquesLabadie , high school science te.acher,
Sophie-Barat School, Montréal: .

, ". iiI would like to know whether you included students who took
,science cotirses in elementary school."

Dr. Ste-Marie.'s reply:
,' tINa. The study considered instruction -at the secondary IV level-

only." IP .

Second commentator: Mr. Claude Villeneuve, science teacher atyoilege
Saint Félitien:

,
"Do you feel that on-going training rather than a somewhat
artificiar.course'should be 'the means of teaching the social
aspects of science; that Tearninq situations.should start from the
experiences and social relationships,of the student and move
toward an explation of the scientific structure?"

AResponse: ., r
"I do ,not feel we should drop courses more specifically aimed at
those whc(are heading into science. But we are forgetting part of
the population. We db not want to alter the outlook and nature of
students who are oritntd more toward people than things, but
rather, to adapt a course for, them. Even the HPP, despit its

97 .,
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attempt to do so, is a failure. It tells the tory Of the struc-'
ture. What we-need to.do.is get moil outside4of 4t."

Villeneuve:

"At what level do you see this coUrse or group of courses being
given?"

Dr. Ste-Marie:

"I see it at the end.of high school."

Third commentator: Mr. Desgagn6, teacher at the St-Aubin composite

high school:

"Instruction in science at the secondary IV andAt levels is
optional. Do you not believe that a science Course should he
included in the normal 'program, that is, be made compulsory?"

Response:

"Making coursestoptional or compulsory is a ma,tter of general-
policy. The teaching body has another policy? courses haiié to be
sold as well. Requiring everyone to take a course in order to
have customers is too easy. If an effort is made to' "sell" the
course, there will be customers, and more respect will have been
paid,to the students than if the courses had been made compulsory.
One science course must be taken at the beginning of high school.
However, I feel that there'can be options at the end of high
school."

Mr. Desgagne:

"I- feel there is as much dissatisfaction with the other subjects
taught in high school - mathethatics, French, 'history - as there is
with science. I feel that our cbnclusions with respect to
science also apply to ali the other subjects."

Dr. Ste-Marie:

"I won't say that I agree. Perhaps it is true. Perhaps it is a
flaW'inherent in theffact that eduhtion is Ovided by subject .

matter. However, the problem that we are dealing with this
morning is much broader."

I.

Fourth commentator: Mr. Jacques Lalande, science teacher with the

Saint-J6rOme school board:

"Am I corre'ct in understanding that, in your view, we should not

drop science courses for those planning a career in science?"
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Dr. Ste-Marie:

"Yes. Students heading towards the sciences want to have a be'tter.
look at the inside of the structure. This does not mean, however,
that they also should not look outside It."

Mr. Lalande:

"I take it then that you do not agree with the Department of
Education's current position that there is to be only one program
for everyone taking high school courses." .

/
/

Dr. Ste-Marie:
/

/

"That is correct.
/

" f

.

/

Fifth commentator: Mr. Henri Grenier, cherestry teacher 'at the

DURocher composite school, Grand-mere:

Mr. Grenier said that science could not be separated from other
,

subjects, particularly when we come to formulate conclusions and

s

propo-

ions. A student's interest in mathematics and the ability to under-

and arid ex157..ess himself or herself in good French affect his or her

ability in science. Mr. Grenier ftoted that interest wanes between

secondary I ahd V, and that efforts have failed not only in the area of
. .

science, but in the field of educatton,

Dr.- Ste-Mar:ie:

"Everyone is passing the buck. I am not in favour of revolutions
inteducation. No matter what reforms we undertake, we have to
carry along what we had before. The school system is sick, but we
must proceed cautiously. Let us solve the problems An science-
courses first:"

Mr. Grenier:

"You mentioned the study at the college level (Keller method of
instruction). .I have found comparing colleges and high school,s to
be dangerous, because of-the differences in maturity of the.
students at the two leVels."

Dr. Ste-Marie:

"I used thlat example simply to illustrate that science can be
humanized.considerably for both nonsci ntists and future
scientists alike, when a good teachin method is used." e
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-Sixth commentator: f,ir. Lannoy, science teacher with'the Mille-
/AV

Iles school board:

"You do not inclUde teachers in your study EVALENSCI. They ar'e

the pririciple medium for the courses. It would have been

interesting to study teachers', academic and professional training,
their classroom teaching style (authoritarian or unstructured) and
so forth. A good teaching method can be completely discredited,by
a teacher who does not understand it or has not learned its
fundamental principles."

,

Dr. Ste-Marie:

"The direction taken byi the research team did not.include studying
de behaviour of teachers, even though it was interesting to do

so. We analyzed ohly one of the elements."

SeVenth comm tatOr: Mr. Juan Cobo, science teacher, Chomedey-Laval:

"Do you dlink that your study diagnoses a symptom and not the

real problem? If scieoce courses are to teach.discipline and

'
critical thinking, how can this goal be reached in afsociety in

which the student is subjected ta the influence Of televtsiän,
wh6re his or her role is passive:without discipline or criticism?
Even tf we change the programs, We will not change society."-

Dr. Ste-Marie:
.

,',-

.
.

. .1

:let us adapt the programs to Society. et is wrong to say that

our society complete4 lacks discipline. I did not want to

present a picture of our soci,ety. It is constantly changing and

has change4 considerably over the past twenty years."
'

SEOND SPEAKER

Mrs. Oraziella Levy
Pedagogical consultant for elementary sciencg

sehool hoard , .

lIrs.\L6vy described the revival of science instruction in the 1970s as

changing the equation 1eàrning =' textbook to learning method. the

equation is changing again with the new programs of the 1980s to
A

learning = objectives.

..These dramatic changes.. arig perhaps the result of the protests of

the 1960s and of the ever-wideninggap between school and life.
-
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A

Nik Mrs. LeVy feltthat the student should now be developed rather
4

than informed. .She was also concerned about the training of_teachers,

partiplarly at the primary level.

Questions and 6mments

First commentator Jacques Labadie

"What proportion of teache.rs with your school board:teich
'science?"

Mrs.' Levy:
1

.
, "About eighty-five per cent."

Mr. Labadie: 0

"I am delighted. In Montréal a number.of parents and teachers
tell me that a child can- reach fourth grade without ever having
had science. In general, there 'are a lot of gaps in Quebec in
this regard.

Second commentator - Jean-Pascal Souque, Coll.age Jesu-Marie

"Do you know wht percentage of women are teaching at the primary
level in the province?"' .

Mrs. Cevy:

, "No. In my school board: I believe that ten of a total of 200
teachers are male.

Mr. Souque:

"Women are pretty solidly represente.d in elementary education. At
the Science Council workshop on the status of women in science
education (Fe6ruary 19&1), a number of experts indicated that the
imme of science in society does not inchde women. Women,are
largely underrepresented both in education and in scientific
a,ctivities. How is science portrayed by sciene teachers at the
priniry level, and, as,pedagogical adviser, have you thought of
ways to solve the problem?" :

Mrs. Levy:

"This probiem existed long before the imiteMentation o the

science program in mY school' board (1972). When I arr ved, in /
, 1973, my first endeavour was to demythologize science.: Science is

understanding the world, nothing mare."

1 I

4

fr
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Third commentator - M.r. Marc Pelletier from the.Université de Montréal:

r. Pelletjer wanted to.corroborate Mrs. Levy's. statements. While he
,

w s pedagogical adviser for science education at the primary level, he

n ed that some teachers were intimidated by science. Teachers were

sha en by all the program reforms - in French, mathematics, catechism

and cience alike. He wanted to-poilt out teachers' lack 'of training.

ke.sf t that the course proposed by Dr. Ste-Marie, the history and

sociol of science, would be welcomed not only by i tudents in high

school, ut also by those w,ho teach science.

Mrs. Lévy:\

"I agr e with Dr. Ste-Marie on-the following poin.t as well. . The

pedagog',cal approach must be instilled in future teachers in order

to win o er students in high school. I must also point out that

there is big job ahead with respect to informingothe parents,
because th y do not yet understand what science provides."

FourthicoMmentator Mrs. Pearl Frahcoeur, professor in the facul
of

education, McGill U 4versity:

Mrs. Francoeur felt at we have excellent textbooks* for teachin

science at the primary'a d secondary levels. The teachers who had been

-
.

students of scienbe pedagbgy ini the. past six or seve6ears 'had weak

backgrounds in sciences:\ Their students came to them -with the
.,

equivalent of one science co se at the secOndary level.

their eduCation is very serious\

\\
According to Mrs. Francoeur, bertain studies haye shown that

ltrality of a science course w r if. the teacher had take a*

number of science courses duri her training. She felt the

problem lay not with,textbooks r methods, but with the training of the

tpachers.
,

This gap in



TkIRO SPEAKER

gr. Alexander Liutec
Vice-Principal 4

Chambly County High School

Mr. Liutec began by re'ferring to the phArams of the 1940s and 1950s.

Caboratories did not play an- important rdle then. Students were not

really considered capable of making scierltiflc observations.. In .high

school, science amounted to memorizing cei".,t4.1n facts and reproducing
_

hem on request. .

, Then cine the 1950s and 1960s and the upheaols in the educational

sys em, particylarly following the report of liee, Par:ent commission.

Labo atory work was once again in favour. Uuning the 1960g the

Amen ns invested considerable human and financilWreimirces in the

develop,ent of new teaching methods a exts: At t e, beginning of the

197bs, S\hools offered a 'broader choic of scienc .courses. More

students re enrolled in one-year courses han in twi5 ear ones.

Today appears that our science students are des04 ately in need

.of a program t t will allow them to uSe their krioWledge,j6d abilities

in constructive ojects. A student who likes' music can lways.play

Oth the school nd, but is' there a ,similar opportuntp for the

student who likes sc nce?

FOURTH SPEAKER

Mr. Marcel Risi
Commercial Director

-me

Amara

Centre de recherche industri /le du pNebec

Mr. Risi's talk concerned the teaching of science and the needtAp

industry. He said that a prob M'can be solved in one of two wails.

The first approaCh stops the. mach e and.studiessthe systen; the secon"q

comes up with a new solution using now3edge gained previously.
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In industry, competence will be linked increasingly to creatiyity

,and innovation.' The former is itself the function of .three factors:

knowledge,"imagination and environment.

Education should affect mainly the scope and focus of knowledge,

and the coritr6l and use.of the imagin'ation so as to develop the-capa-\

bilities of.the individual, who can then change his or her environ"-

ment.

While the student must always be given a solid grounding in

scienti"fic knowledge, he or she must also be helped to see tfie changing

environment in a realistic fashion and encouwged to use his or her

creative abiJittes.

Risi felt that Mr. Souque and Mr. Desautels had put forward

the beginnings of a solution hen they suggested a course of real

cultural change.

Questions and comments

First commentator - Mr. Jacques Lalande, St-Jéröme school board:

Lalande did not want people to conclude from Mr.. Risi's revrks

that studying science required no effort. It is all very well to

challenge the system, but one first has to understand it.

Mr. Risi: ,

"I was talking to teachers this morning. I did not say that
knowledge shduld not be passed on to the staents; I did not say

this knowledge was easily assimilated. . I said there are three

essential things to be developed in a general process: a very good
perception of the environment, a good knowledge of the state of

technology, and creative abilities. The student must be prepaned
to learn what he or she will need to know once*e or she is on.the

t.. labour market."
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Second commentator - Mr. Juan,Cobo, Chomedey-Laval:

"I believe industry needs creative thinkers. But 49 per cent of '

its work force is composed of worker bees, who will work to enable
the companies to make their profits.'"

Risi:

"Worker bees work because'it is in their genes. Humans have the
ability to change their work and make it interesting. We are
judging industry too quickly when we say that it exists only to
exploit. I do not believe this is generally true. Ihdustry

.not opposed to the notion of creativity... . I think creativity
also has a role in changing behaviour in industry."

Third commentator - Mr. Gilbert Lannoy, Mill(-Iles school board:

"Earlier, on the board, you outlined two approaches to learning:
-one, speculative, and the other, active, in response to life's
problems. Do you not feel that the distinction is artificial?
The history of science is full of examples of discoveries being
made in response to problems... . Why distort the experimental
method and represent it as sterile?"

Mr. Risi:

"I did say both approaches were elually creative. I spoke this
morning about the,curidus and the questioners. Happily; I agree
with you that there are geniuses. The caveman developed tools for
hunting and feeding himself without understanding the laws of
inertia and projectiles. You have been talking about the reverse .

the Xerox process, for example, used in photocopiers, was
developed in 1933. It was not until after the war that
discovered the problem .that the solution fitte 144Ws ec nolog-
ical discoveries might happen 10 times 4.p,-,-1-f ars. Looking at
one's surroundihgs does not le sort of thimg. It takes
a stroke of genius. je building a cathedral."

Mr. Lannoy:

"Let us talk now about anxiety. You a're advocating insecurity.

But has Scientific-activity not been a response to'people's
fundamental fear? Dr.,Ste-Marie talked earlier.about insecurity,
even in a well-structured course. Are we now going to offer our
young people anxiety?"

Mr. Risi:

"There are evolutionary phenomena- I have encountered three
phenomena: religion as a source of security, science as a source

- .1
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of security and economics a a source of security, where:in
econometric equations, we a Offered a guarantee of future

well-being.

None of these provide long-term solution's. We must continually

develop new solutions'to new publems. Research into new problems

and new'solUtjons must be on-going."

Fourth.Ammentator - Mr. Teolindo Gonzalez, GEGEP Montmorency:

"HoW can a teacher put this teachirig theory into pr4ctice in
everyday life?

Mr. Risi:

"By refusing to teach."

Mr. Gonzalez:

"Refusing ,to teach is too simple a solution. How would you

approach a physics cdurse, for example?"

Mr. Risi: *

"I feel that we must first get rid of thes notion of ratios (one
teacher to so many pupils) and demystify programs. We must stop

setling up learning procepes with content objectives, and,
iristead, weight these objectives ndt according to what the
students know;'but according to their ability to learn other

things in the future. An attempt must Pe made to remove educatipn

from its administrative framework.

We must teach not what the student can read in a book, but the
intellectual,process,.the approach."

Mr. Gonza)ez: .
/

"What if the student says that he or she does not w4nt to learn
cording to this anxiety-arousing approach?"

Mr. Risi:

"Behaviour pr ms are not resolved by management systems. It is

a known fact.that p ple like things the way they are. They must

be made to realize that changes are benefidial for their being.

If I had the solution, 1.would probably be deputy mini-ster of 4
education,"

Fifth commentator - Mr.,Claude Vlleneuve, Saint-Félicien college:

Mr, Villeneuve said that teachers siiould avoid answering queitions that ,40116

students do not ask' of themselves. He felt that the role of the
/'
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teacher is to.lead .the student into a. si4uation in which he.or she .

feels uncOmfortable -faced with his or her ignorance. This way the
,

teacher becomes a sort .of special instrument for passing on the

knowledge the student needs. The latter then learns much More.

Mr. Risi agreed with the above.

*A sixth commentator - Mr. Dalys, a high school teacher on the South

Shore:

Mr. Delys periodically ask-sr-his students questions on'newspaper .or

magazine articles or television broadcasts on science. .He had reached

the conclusion Plat science is bTamedkfor all of society:s evils: pol-
,.

'lution, destruction of the earth and so bn.

Mr. Dalys felt that the .first job of science teachers is to

distfhguish between-the varipus facets'of,science and technology. The

scientific method has ,deep roots, sustained by disciplined minds.

Science education has perhaps neglected to get this atross.

Mrs. Levy:

"Rather than answer directly, I will make a general remark. It is
very clear to me that learninb sontent is absolutely out of the

. questipn today. We must learn how to learn."
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Part Two: Future directions for scierice teachfng in Quebee

.4/<
-FIRST SPEAKER

'Dr. Jacques Ddsautels ,

Professor in the Facul.ty of Education
Université Laval

S'

Professor Désautels sai 't at raisim questions about the future of

science instruction in iébec meant raising questions about the future

of our society.

It is at'the high schooi level that an awareness of science comes

into play in'Our society, becAute the vast majority of our population

has' no further dontact with science instruction beyond fhis level.

In short, the role of science instruction to date has been as

follows: to prepare a scientific elite, preventing the majoritx from

acquiring a real awareness of,science,

Professor-Dé-sautels asked what the society of the future would be

likg. 'Would it be the inevitable result of the continuation of current

socioeconomic tendencies or something that could be fashioned to suit

our.needs"?,

He outlined some of the .characteriptics of 0 better.society. It

might be: more decentralized, more ecological, more technologically ,

, adapted to collectively defined needs and so forth.

Professor Désautels proposed a number of brOad focuses.for science

instructions, the fostering of a critical view of society, demystifi-

cation of. science and its great names, promotion of inditidual and

group development in knowledge and know-how, the fostering of an
. -

overall view of tfie world and so forth, all through the use of educa-

tional techniques that involve consciousriess rais-ing, inaNidual

learning and.the development of crtativity among others.

1
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Professor D6sautels felt that,suA a teaching program would be

possible if teachers became aware-of their social obligation, the lack

of cooperation among them, and their Oility tO alter the course of

evolution.
/

." Questions and comments
, . A

'first commentator - M-r..Gbnzalez, CEGEP Montmorency:

"How do you envisage a physics cOurse, for eXample, given by a
physicsteach6si in a high school of the future,'if these two
still exist?" ,

Professor Désautels:
I

"Instead of4always working on what the books contain, we should
promote projects like the constr'uction of a greenhouse, as they \' .

did at CEGEP St-Jean-sur-Richelieu. In museums of science and'

technology of the future, we coUid look at the development of
-,Vtechnological items andipass judgement on what technology offers

us. In short, there islroom to manoeuyre in our social system."

Second commentator - Mr. Jadqu:es Lalonde, physics teacher with the

St-J6r6me school boird:

"How does the development of a scientific elite interfere with the
development of science education for the general population?"

Professor Désoutels:

"I never said that we should take the PSSC'away from those who
, want to pursue a career in science. I said that, in the past

fifteen years, they have been treated specially, to the detriment

opeveryone. However; the students 11 this category often get
:aTong; in any case,.even if they have poor equipment. But if we

teach high school science without a critical approach, we are
training people to let the minority make decisions for the

majority.
\

More students should be equipped to take part in society.
However, th-k presupposes a rrew democratic ideal. It is a problem

for society; but If teachers do not get involved in it, nothilig

will change."

103
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Third commentator - Mr. Paul Tourigny, engineer:
,

"I wonder if one of the consequence your proposal is not to
give priority to biological and eve uman sciences?"

Professor 06sautels:

"No. I am only sying that the critical approach should be part
of all teaching. We have all acted as disseminators of ready-made
information, removed from social and political reality.

High school students should be given the basic tools they nee,d,to
enable them to participate in a democratic society. This is in
part the function of science education, but within the educational
plan of a scHool in a community."

SECOND SPEAKER

Dr. Graeme Welch
Profesebr at John Abbott CEO?'

Professcir Welch said that the standard of textbooks (which he considers

reflect the state of science instruction), has decreased substantially

over the past 20 years. At least part of this decline can be blamed on
r
teachers. Teachers in Québec have obtained excellent working condi-

... tions for themselves, but at a cost of ;quality of education.

Ever-increasing knowledge has prompted teachers to include more

and more subjects in already heavily laden programs.. As a result,

students know less and less about more and more. The most complex

subjects are eliminated from the programs, enabling the least gifted

students to take the course, but preventing the most gifted from
,

developing their full potential.
--)

Professor Welch felt that science courses should be completely

rethought so that students with the greatest intellectual capacity can

develop their abilities to the fullest.

g

1
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Questions and convents

First commentator - Mr. Gilles Noel, physics CEGEP St-Jean-
.

sur-Richelieu:,

Mr. Noel quoted the memorandum' on science education prepared by Mr.

Brisebois Mr: Du* Mr. Pellerin and Mr. Beaudoin: "The4,number of
,

hours of scidnce courses required for admission to CEGEPs is, becoming

.ridiculous. The reduction, since 1977, in*the number orhours required

from 600 to 90 represents a spectacular decline that 031. place Québec
7

last among industrialized countries."' *

.., 'Ale

Secondly, in Québec the educational revival is bas d on the /

statem'ent set forth in a whi

t

e paper: college education does not have

to be determined by what prec des it or by what prolongs
e,

Mr. Noel wondered whether it was possible to Yave a system of

education in accordance,with such a princf0e.

Professo Welch:

"I do dot feel that science is taught in sufficient depth at the
college level. On the other hand, I feel that we are giving

science courses to too many students. Some of them, on the basis

of'their course of study, have no need of information learned in
courSes that are university prerequisites."

Second commentator Mr- Henri Grenier, themistry teacher at the

DuRocher composite schooj:

(- ,"You say that high school courses do not interest students,
because they are too heavy. . . . But it has been my experience,
at the Institut de technologie where the educational program was
very heavy, that the less demanded of a person, the less produced.
We are not going to succeed in producing better citizens by
lightening high school courses.

We,no longer have a French Can-adian,elite in the sciences, and
that does not help matters any.

1 1
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Wethave been going over the same thiw for:the past seven or
eight years. As science teachers, We really look pretty foolish
with our scientific-Method and all." .

Professor Welch:

"I hope that my comment was not interpreted as a desire'to lighten
science courses. If stu'dents want to take.chemistry

A. school, let them do so. But if they do not,need it, let them .

learn something else."

Mr. Grenier saiA that high school students do not know wtiat 'they

need. They should not try.in'd ayoid all effort.

Professor Welch: ,

"Indeed. The present solution is tc teach regardleSs. We cannot
win on all sides: a chotce must be M60 between teaching science
and,teaching an awareness of science."

THIRD SPEAKER

Dr. Germain Gauthier
Vfce-President
Education and Research
Universitd du Québec

r

Dr. Gauthier tried to establish some of the main.characteristics of the

Quebec socioeducational milieu between 19O and 19
.

10. . .

The first factor that ill afect the future of science educatton-
f

in Quebec in this decade is the decrease in the number of students,

which, will be closely followed by a decrease in the nOmber of teachers.

Secondly, schools and dol4eges are.not the only sources of scien-

tific in(ormation. While science does not "sell" well in schools and

colleges, it is of increasing interest to the media.apd it takes up

more and more of the leisure time of the young and not so young.

,

Another trend in today .s socToducational milieu is for science

and technology to move closer and closer to one another. More and mo're

applied work is mixed in with basic research in our universities, and
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more and more Osic research is being, carried on in the large l'abora-

. tories of industry.

Dr. Gauthier put forward ihree proposals for coming to terms wiih"

these trends: we must first promote continued training of teachers; we

must aTso return to ihe primary objective, which is to form the student

' and help him or her to view science and-technology is toolseat his or

ffer disposal, whose sense and scope are within comprehension. This

approach leads the student to link'science with everyday life.

Questions and comments
ft

First commentator - Professor Bill Searles, McGill University:

Professor Searles drew some conclusions by putting the statements back

in their context. He felt that educators-are not anal ing the problem

of program changes in sufficient depth. He fel hat work already

completed on the subject would serve as an excellent basis for

research. With this research, educators have enough material in hand

to change programs with full knowledge of the facts.

Professdr Searles felt that the importance of good teaching

material and of the teachers' background should be recognized. -He

wanted people to realize that educafOrs have a subjective view of what

is to be taught.

He felt that iteachers should play a greater role in the formule-

tion of course content. In Scotland, for example, 80 per cent of

biology teachers take part in developing course programs.

Seund commentator - Mr. Juan Cobo, Chomedey-Laval:

"The main problem seems to me to be the aging of the teaChing
'body. What could be done to tooter this situatin?"

1
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Dr. Gauthier:

"I do not think that the quality of an instructor's teaching
diminishes because of advancing.age: The important thing is that

we understand the phenomenon fully and prevent any possible
negative effects. In order to do this, a teacher's early training
and early development should be taken into consideration."

Third Commentator Mr. Eric Devlin, Hebdo-science information service:

Mr. Devlin wanted to point out the importance of recreational science

activities in science education. He felt it was a mistake to consider

science.courses as a private reserve. Our society lacks a long scien-

tific tradition, and, therefore, it is important to develop science

recreation and information. He also felt it was important to create a

social climate thatyould qlow science to take root in Québec through

recreational and popularization activities.

1 1 -;
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APPENDIX A PROGRAM

Québec Science Education:
Which Directions?

\-- : Symposium held 7 March 1981, at the Universfte de Montreal and
sponsored by the Science Council of Canada and l'Association des
professeurs de sciences du Quebec.

9:00 d.m. Symposium.Introduction

Dr. Maurice L'Abbe
Executive Director
Science Council of
Canada

Mr. Claude Marineau
President -

Association des professeurs
de sciences du Québec

9:15 a.m. Perspectives on the Background and Present.State'of,Quebec
Science Education

Dr. Louis Ste-Maeie
Professor
Faculté des,sciences
de l'education
Université de Mcintréal

Mrs. Graziella Levy
Pedagogical consultant for
elementary science
Commission'scolaire
Taillon

a

Mr. Alexander Liutec 'Mr. Marcel Risi
Vice-Principal " Commercial Director
Chambly County Iligh Centre de recherche
School ,industrielle du Quebec

Dr. RockeRobertson (Moderator)
Chairman.of the Science and
Education Committee
Science Council of Canada

10:45 a.m. Discussion

12:00 noon Wine reception given by the Université de Montréal

12:30 p.m. Lunch

Address: Mr. Pierre Sormany
President
Association des communicateurs
scientifiques du Quebec

f.

14
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2:00 p.m. Future DirecOons for Science Teaching in Québec

Dr. Jacques Désautels
Professor
Faculte des sciences de l'éducation
Universite Laval

Dr. Graemellch Dr. German Gauthier

Professor. Vice-President

, John Abbott4Co11ege Education and.Research
Université du Quebec

Mr. Cmilten Girard (Moderator)-
Professor. .

Universit" du Québec a Trois-Rivières

3:30 p.m. Discussion '7

4:30 p.m. Concluding Siatement

Mr. Gilbert Lannoy
Physics Teacher
Commission scolaire des Milles-Iles

5:00 p.m. Symposium ends

4,
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APENDI B -'41ENCE TEACHING IN QUEBEC. WHY? FO WHOM?

by Mr. Raymond Duchesne, PhD Candidtpilitu\\t d'histoire et deo
sociopolitique des sciences, Université de Montréal.*,

Som Notes on a SympOsium on Science Teaching

On 7 Airch a symposium took place in Montréal organized\jointly by the

AssociatiOn des professeurs -de 'sciences du Québec ai'id the Science

Council orCanada on the subject oe science teachtng. In the course of

this symposium, science teachers,1 specialtsts in the teaching of ,

science and "practising" researchers expressed their opinions .on the

past and present state of science teaching in Québec, on current prob-

lems, (from the primary to the university level) and on the potential

course for its future.

.

Despite the eff/orts made by the organizers and the.majority of the

sOe'akers to delineate-the problems and the parameters of the discus-

sion, the symposium does not appea.P. to have succeeded in identifying

the causes of the malaise presently' affecting science teaching in

Quibec..libr_in_oro.duci.m_a_consensus on desirable_soluttons. Is the

disillusionment with the sciences that has been identified amongst high

school students any different, ,or More profound, than the general

disinterest ill school? Does the malaise affecting science teaching

derive from the fact t).lat students as a general rule benefit little

from courses and laboratory sessions or from the increasing scarcity of

scientific jobs? Most high school graduates are not only unaware of

the main explanations of natural phenomena but, worse still, have an

entirely erroneous idea of the nature of science.and scientists, 'their

P.-methods and scientific knoidledge itself. Who should be blamed - the

'students, teachers, parents, school boards or the Department of Educa-

tion? Do We need a radical reform of the programs or should we review

* Mr. Raymond Duchesne is the author of the book La science
pouvoir au Québec 1920-1965, published by the Editeur officie
Quebec, 19/8 (150 pages).

11 7
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our methbds of t aching? Should we preserve an education that consists

essentially of ansmitting "scientific truth" '(or replace it with a

system which, foy means of epistemological reflection and the teaching

of the history of science, brings out the critical character of

research and the problematic nature of scientific knowledge? These are

only a few of the many questions raised during the symposium for which

fT solutions were proposed that might have,achieved the approval, of.
4

tilt majority of the participants.

Several participants nevertheTess felt that the question of how'

science should be taught was of lesser importance than the question of

why it should be taught. Rearranging schedules and curricula, revising

textbooks, upgading the image of science and s.cientists, and even t4OF

reform of education practices, however "necessary they may be, .are

meaningful only in terms of the basieobjectives assigned bykthe school

to the dissemination of scientific knowledge. Why is science taught in

Québec today? The symposium unfortunately did not provide an opportu-

nity to go into this fundamental question; several of the speakers and

participants were content to trot out ready-made answers on this point,

Mid evidently regarded these answers as so self-evident and generally

accepted that they did not even take the trouble to state them in more

than an abbreviated form. By not having gone far enough, the occasion

was perhaps miss'ed for examining precisely the nature of the "malaise"

affecting science teaching in Québec,. especially since the goals of

science education continue to 13e surrounded by the''most impenetrable

confusion. By critically analyzing the main reasons cited during the

symposium as a justification for science teaching, it becomes apparent

that none of them are immediately convincing.

The Training of Scientific and Technical Personnel

Science teaching is of course necessary to train the scientific and

technical experts that every society' needs. As Aristotle observed,

until the shuttles .of the looms move,by themsel.ves, specially trained

slaveS will be necessary to do the work. As long as scientists,
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doctors and technicians are necessary for the operation of factories,

health services, cultural institutions and the apparatus of.government;

the primary raison d'etre for science.teaching will be obvious.

This Telatfonship b tween.the traininglof scientific and technical

"ersonnel and the nee of society in general, cannot be established,

* however, without examining at the same time the relationship between

supply, and demand. Those who have noted that the number of scientists

has been increasing more rapidly than the population as a whole since

the seventeenth century take delight in predicting that one day the two

curves. will come together and all the inhabitants of the planet will be

holars. There is little danger of this happening in Québec, not

b cause the ability to assimilate the more exalted abstractions of

science,is.not equally well distributed here, but primarily because

social conditions have a direct impact on the training of new armies of

. :scientists and engineers. The current recession and the stagnation in

the growth of the educational system have combined to producp a drop in

demand. If there are fewer, and, fewer undergraduate and graduate

Tstudents in the laboratories and classrooms of Quebec universities,
-

't is is not 'because the professors''or their teaching methods are at

lt, but rather because the job market for science graduates is pour.

A recent study by the nseil des universités notes that because of

exess supply of scientific and technical 'skills for the demand, there

has been a trend over the Past fe%1 years of declining saNries and

working conditions for men and women scientists in Quebec.1

aa

From this perspective it Is no longer sufficient to say we must

train researchers, doctors and engineer in order to justify the

existence of the faculties, laboratories, professors and budgets. We

must be aware of) the fact that science teaching ,and the-training of

skilled persortnei are processes that are subject to general trends in

the economic and social system% The crucial point in fact is not to

1. Conseil des universites, Le marche du travail des diplemes universi-
taire au Quebec, Québec, 1980.

1 13
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'know that science teaching,is necessary.in order to grod re and repro-

duce particular categories of workers, but rather io Imo4 how maw of

theseworkers should be produced by the,school-factory and, since we

can afford the luxury qf seleCtivity, who should be admitted.to partic-

ipate in the mysterious rites 'of science and to m bership in that

elite of society which comprises scientists. These two questions are

eminently "political"; they go far.beyond the issue of simple educa-

tional reform of secondary and tertiary .science teaching in Québec.

Until these questions are addresse,d, the only effect of improvements in

curricula, textbooks and facilities is likely to b0 an increase in the

imbalance between the supply of graduates and the capacity of the job

market to absorb them.

Ed ation for All?

It would of course be untenable to teach scienct to all students at the

primary and secondary levels merely in'order tO encourage some of them

to follow a scientific career. Mass education must have its own objec-

tives, and specifically must benefit all who r6oeive it. The basic

question is therefore to determine why and to what end science should

be taught to people who will not embark on a scientific or technical

career.
4.

The answergenerally given is that a well-designed and well-admin-
,,..

istered (in the same way that medication or punishment are adminis-

tered) scientific education makes an Afrtant contribution to the

training of the mind, especially the rational faculties, and provides

the individual with the means to maste'r his or her environment. A much

more politically radical variation of this idea was expounded bril-

liantly during the symposium by Jacques Désautels, Professo'r at Univer-

site Laval. Professor Désautels' thesis was that'scientific knowledge

is a liberating force; the assimilation of scientific method and

s.content enables individuals and groups to adopt a critical stance with

regardito the various forms of power that are also based on knowledge,

whethePthey be the power of the government and its agencies, the power

120
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of the employers or of professional bodies whose sole function has

become the defence of a monopoly of the right to exercise their profes-

sion, and so on. The teaching of science to the greatest number of

students is thus justified by the necessity of liberating humanity, and

the citizen in our advanced societies, from their servitude to experts

of all kinds, a servitude brought upon by i,gnorance of scientific laws

and its processes.

tlong with the great idea' of the humanistic tradition that the

acquisition of knowledge in,gene*al and knowledge of nature in partic-

ular are inextricable parts of the moral education of the individual

and gives one the ability to errcise .one's freedom, goes the modern

'corollary that scientific knowledge is necessary in order to accomplish

the great ideas of our times and to understand day-to-day events in

postindustrial societies. Tomorrow's citizen and consumer, properly

informed about,the technical aspects of the problems confronting him or

her, will be able to choose and differentiate on the basis of acquired

knowledge of what is invqlved.

I's Scientific Knowled9e Liberating?

Is one a better citizen because one can explain tiv second law of

thermodynamics or because one knows how a CANDU reactor works? Are

science teachers, engineers, doctors and researchers less subject than

their contemporaries to economic market forces, to cultural, raeial or

class prejudices, to the legitimacy, justified or not, of the authority

of the state or any other institution, to the decrees of experts in

fields other than their own, and so on? Certainly not! The dissemina-

tion by the school system or by popularization of scientific and tech-
.. ,

nical knowledge may.be a necessary precondition of libe`ration, granted,,.

but it is not of,itself, sufficient. Science can contribute to this

kind of liberation only to the extent that it is subordinate to an

awareness of the social elements of a problem. The great scientific

and technical debates of our times - nuclea'r energy, water fluorida-

tion, genetic engineering and so on, where there are experts on both
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sides of the issue - provide a good illustration of the fact that not

everything can be reduced to scientific arguments, but rather are

directly affected by the concrete situation of the groups i.nvolved..

However many hours are devoted tó curricula, however competent the

teachers or the degree to which the new textbooks are "sociologically

slanted," science teaching will liberate no one from the "usurped"

power of the experts unless it is accompanied by a r6dical, questioning

of the social oppression of which this power is merely an instrument *

and a particular expression. Unless it forms part of.an overall plan

for a fundamental transformation of society, and despite its claims to

be.a liberator, the teaching of science in general will continue to

have as fts principal function the inculcation of respect for science

and for the scientist and the .preparation of the maximum number of

workers for the service of the economic machine. -

Science Teachers: A New Professional Body?

It was difficult at the symposium to overlook the exceptional degree of

potential interest for science teachers, of certain proposals concern.;

ing the reform of curricula and textbooks ,in Québec anethe modesty

with which this issue was treated. It is nevertheless beyond question

that a reform of science teaching, for which the initiative would come

from science teachers, could only benefit them, regardless of the level

of the educational system at'which they are orking. The prOcAs of

analysis and reform of teaching methods, the preparation of new, spe-

cifically Québec textbooks, the increase in the'role of sCience in the
-

curricula, the increase in the number of educational counselors,

improvement in equipment - all these aspects would have a direct bear-

ing on an upgrading, both economic and symbolic, of the pbsition of the

science teacher within the school system and in society as a whole.

One considerativ that is fundamental to the ,current re-eiamina-

tion of the methods and objectives of science teaching in Quebec is

4undoubtedly the sincee and disinterested desire on the' part of

teachers to grasp the situation and prepare themselves for ;changes. ^
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One can also interOgt.this as the reaction of a particular group of
*

teachers,Who have no reason to welcome the continued erosion of the

position of the sciences in the curricula'and of their own image in the

eyes of their audience, the students, their colleagues in other disci-

plines and the general public. ,At a time when the educational system

is entering a period of retrenchment, if not of recession, the

sciences, the "ugly ducklings" among the academic disciplines, are in

danger of suffering from cutbacks in both budgetS and staff. The

creation of the Association des professeurs de sciences,du Quebec and

the substantial increase in its activities aimed at the public and the

government should perhaps be interpreted as signs of a drive for auto-

nomy on the part of science teachers believing themselves to,have been

poorly served by professional organizations responsible for represent-

ing teachers in all disciplines.

It is difficult to decide whether the trade union movement among

teachers should be worried about the drive for autonomy on thg part of

science teachers. This is, however, not the problem that concerns us

here, and I mention it only as an invitation to those who are putting

their shoulders to the wheel of reforM in sci&nce teaching to establish

very clearly the professional stakes in the measures they are propos-
.

'ing. A reform of this type will find broad support amongst the public

only if its foundation and its objectives can be perceived to go beyond

narrow professional interests and tp be reconcilable.with the interests

of the. broadest possible spectrum of society. The Association des

professeurs de sciences du Québec and those who support .its actions

still have to demonstrate that the reform of science teaching consti-

tutes an element of social progress.

c

A Spontaneous Philosophy of Science Teachers?

In order to demonstrate that a community of interest exists among those

who work at teaching and popularizing,scientific and technical know-

ledge, it is necessary not only to clarify the questions raised abova

regarding the objectives of science teaching, but also to clear up some
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of the p'opular conceptions about.modern science and scientific culture.

In that these concepts ard widespread among science teachers, they

could constitute a "spontaneous philosophy" of science teachers.

One of the main elements of this "philosophy," which was cited

frequently during the symposium, is the idea that our modern society is

essentially scientific and technical in nature. In other words, work,

politics, the distribution of wealth and every form of social organiza-

tion are based ultimately on scientific theorems and their applica-

tions. A second idea, wi5h flows directly from the first, is that the

culture appropriate t society of this type is .a "scientifiC and

technical culture." As he school system is still one of the principal\

channels through which culture is disseminated and acquired, it would

therefore be entirely legitimate to increase the role assigned to the

sciences in' the curricula, in order to prepare the students appropri-

ately for a world in which they have an analogous importance.

If we assign to science and modern technology the power to deter-

mine how men and women should live and work, think and feel, is this

not attributing to them a supernatural power?. Is not the assertion

that science is simultaneously the foundation and the driving force

behind human society evidence of having fallen victim to a cult of

scientific and technical knowledge? We would stress that we are not

trying to deny the importance of science and technolo9y in the ongoing

revolution regarding the means of production and the transformation of

tiie environment, but rather to recognize that modern humanity's depend-

ence on their tools is essentially no different from the relationship

between paleolitpic people an'd their flints. What precisely is meant

by. "scientific culture"? Is it the entire complex of traditional
i

attitudes and customs practised by the tribe of scientists: the

"culture" of a specific group which can now be extended to includesthe

advanced societies as a whole? Or do we, using the lowest common

denominator, thus designate those fragments 'of scientific knowledge

which the average person (Homo mediocritus) in the advanced societies

,
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has been able to assimilate through school, the media or everyday,

experience? In any event, as the ethos of an elite or as a mass

culture, the-idea of "scientific culture" is hardly 'worthy of elevation

to the level of the guiding concePt for a philosophy of scientific

education.

Teachers and popularizers of science are, of course, not the only

ones to hold the belief tKat sometime during the course of their recent

history the industrialized societies have undergone a radical trans-

formation, from which they have emerged profoundly different, whether

they be called "postindustrial societies," "postmodern. societies,"

"knowledge societies," "postcapitalist societies," "technetronic

societies," "planetary societies," or Vhatever.2 Nevertheless, by

virtue of the position they occupy in the chain df the transmission of

knowledge and in the process of the formation of ideas which eventually

dominate "popular wisdom," science teachers and popularizers should

adopt a more critical stance with regard to- this "spontaneous

philosophy" of scientific culture. The fact that science teachers are

reve,aled at the same time as both the zealots and the victims of such

beliefs constitutes proof enough, should it be needed, that knowledge

and academic degrees are not in themselves guarantees against error and

alienation.

'1

i. One could complete this list by reading Ralf Oahrendorf et al,
ScientificrTechnological Revolution: Social Aspects, Sage Pub1icat4ons
Ltd, London, 1977.


